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INTRODUCTION 

Harry Thornton Moore, author of the pioneer study of John 

Steinbeck, has written: "The world of John- Steinbeck is a 

beautiful wann ·valley with disaster hanging over it . "l While 

additions and deletions have beeh made, the form ·and much of 

the content of the map presented here is reproduce.a from a 

map prepared originally by Moore . 2 The Salinas Valley of 

C_al ifornia comprises, in the main, the "Steinbeck Country. n 

It extends approximately thirty miles inland to about one 

hundred twenty miles in length and parallels the California 
II 

coast . It was in this section of California that Steinbeck 
I 

lived and about which he has written . No American noveltst 

hasconfined his work more closely to the people he knew, nor 

has presented them with greater skill and versatility. 

y 
Information about the per sonal beliefs and philosophies 

of Steinbeck must be· derived chiefly from his own _writing . 

He believes an author can be successful only by keeping his 

personal life completely apart from his work . A novelist , he 

says , can observe people objectively only as long as he remains 

unknown to themo3· Even Steinbeck's best writer-friends have 
1 1 . 

b~en unable to compile a satisfactory account of his life 

since his own idea of a good biographical method is that used 

by his dictionary, which would say: ·"' 1 John Steinbeck, writer , 

1Harry Thornton Moore , The Novels of John Steinbeck, A 
First Critical Study, p . 1Y--

2Ibid . , Frontispiece. 

3Lewis Gannett, "John Steinbeck: Noveli~t at Work , "The 
Atlantic Monthly, CLXXVI (December , 1945) , pp . 55-57 . 
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born 1902, died(?)' There is method . There is finish. There 

is even suspense . "4 

Lewis Gannett , book critic for the New York Herald ~ribune , 

became well acquainted with Steinbeck after his wife , Ruth 

Gannett , illustrated Tortilla Flat . Inspired to write the 

biography of Steinbeck , Gannett asked the author for data con

cerning his personal l~fe . i teinbeck's response indicates 

his complete lack of interest in placing Steinbeck , the men, 

before his public: 

nyou know as much about me as I do , 
and your information is more interesting 
than mine . Say anything you like . Make 
up things . Biography by its very nature 
must be half tiction. Autobiography is 
_all fiction . ".:J 

The danger of accepting the usually accurate sources of 

information as factual in the case of John Steinbeck , is 

shown in a questionnaire whi-ch he returned to the California 

State Library . Here is his own bio- and biblio- graphy which 

he submitted for the biographical file . of California writers: 

Name: John Ernst Alcibiades Socrates Steinbeck . 

Born: Lesbos , Magna Greece , 19020 

Father: 1 
· Herodotus Xenophon Steinbeck. 

Mother: Chloe Mathilde Lopez . 

Married to: Jo Alfreda Jones, in Tia Juana . 

Writings: The Unstrung Harpie . Donohoe , 1906. 

4Moore , The Novels of John ~teinbeck , p . 91 . 

5Lewis Gannett , Personal and Bibliographical Notes~ John 
Steinbeck , p . 5. 
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Taxgiversating Tehabedrous . McDougall, 1927 . 
Barnacles (Ballinadae) . Monograph. 2 vols . 

Stanford University Press . . . 
6 Bugs, a Critical Study. Morbide Press . 

This study will be devoted to the nove.ls of John Stein

beck , one of America's most widely read authors . It will trace , 

in chronological order, the wr'iter's development of technique 

and of thought from his first novel , Cup of Gold, of 1929 , 

throug:h his latest , Sweet 'l:hursday , published in 1954. Thlring 

this twenty-five year period, Steinbeck has published four

teen novels . In addition to his chief emphasis in the economic 

and sociological novel , he has written an historical romance , 

three comedies , and tw·o dramatic tragedies . 

Xln spite of Steinbeck's seemingly haphazard switch from 

one style and subject to another , this study will show the 

steady progression of thought , subject , and technique in his 

fiction . In reply to the criticism that American novelists 

believed in nothing, and that his own fiction was cynical , 

Steinbeck replied: "I believe one job of a writer is to set 

down his time as nearly as he can understand it o And that is 

what I am doing . "7 This study will analyze the . attempt of 

Steinbeck to .Portray his tLrne in his fictional writing . 

\ since one function of fiction is to extend the reader ' s 

knowledge beyond the scope of his own experience , . this study 

6Lawrence Clark Powell, "Toward a Bibliography of John 
Steinbeck," Colophon, _New Series, III (Autumn, 1938) , p . 566 . 

7John Steinbeck , A Russian Journal, p . 27 . · 

t 
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will consider the novels of Steinbeck in relation to this 

criterion. The variety of the ~teinbeck characters , with 

which his readers will become acquainted , range from the 

pirates of his first novel through farmers , storekeepers , 

ranchers , paisanos , Communists , half- wits , prostitutes , child

ren, and migratory workers . The reader of Steinbeck will fol 

low these people through a wide variety of experiences , happy 

and sad , successful and tragic . 

In an attempt to analyze the reasons for the present popu

larity of Steinbeck and to predict his future status as an 

American novelist , -this study will give particular attention 

to the several themes which give unity to the novels of John 

Steinheck : 

1) The common Celifornia setting, 

2) Steinbeck's interest and c oncern for the common 
man, 

3) The love of the farmer for his land, and 

4) The phi l osophy of group- man, especially of the 
need of the poor for unity . 



~ ' . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTO THE VALLEY 

John Steinbeck began his writing ca~eer as a student 

at Stanford University. He was not interested in earning a 

degree and his attendance ~as rather casual as was his selec

tion of courseso He roamed through the entire curriculum, 
! 

enrolling only in those courses which held particular inter-· 

est for him. While a student at Stanford, Steinbeck wrote 

both poetry and prose for the University magazines, the 

Spectator and the Lit. One short story written during these 

years, "A E.ady in Infra-Red,'' was rewritten as a novel and 

published as Cup of Gold in 1929, 

Cup of Gold represents not only the first novel-length 

fiction of John Steinbeck, but is alao unique in being his 

only historical romance. In selecting a symbolic title for 

his first publication, Steinbeck started a precedent which 

he continued in The Pastures of Heaven, 1932; To! God Un

known, 1933; In Dubious Battle, 1936; The Grapes of Wrath, 

1939; The Moon~ Down, 1942; and East of Eden, 1952. The 

symbolism of thes~ titles suggests the recurring interplay 

of dream and rea~ity throughout his writings. 1 

Cup of Gold is an historical romance of Sir Henry Morgan, 

the English pirate. It was not a success in terms of financial 

1·Frederic I. Carpenter, "John Steinbeck: American Dreamer", 
Southwest Review, XXVl (Summer, 1941), p. 457. 

-1-
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• returns nor as an indication of its author's future work. 

• 

Its importance in a study of Steinbeck consists in its mark

ing the beginning of Steinbeck's writing career and in not

ing certain of his philosophies which continue through his 

present day fiction. Even in this early stage of his writig 

career, Steinbeck shows an interest in man's problem in ad

justing to his environment and to his society. Although 

Henry Morgm realized his life-long dream in achieving power 

in the conquest of Panama, he failed in ~~riving happiness 

and satisfaction from 1 t. Morgan's re·cogni t ion, not only 

of the fact that he has failed, but of the reason for his 

failure is voiced in ·his response to the Burgundie.ns whom 

he hss sentenced to death. To their accusation that he has 

changed since they were warriors together, Henry Morgan 

explained: "That is more or less true. It is not my fault, 

but it is true. Civ+lization will split up a character, and 
/ 

he who refuses to split goes under. n2 . Thus, speaks, Steinbeck, · 

a man changes and forces changes in others when he moves out 

of his own niche in society. From one man, whom people can 

know and love, };\e becomes many people, a product of those 

with whom he associates. 

Perhaps the failure of Cup of Gold is due, as most 

critics believe, to the author's lack of skill in writing 

and developing his characters into life-like people. It may 

also be due to the author's attempt to write outside his own 

2John Steinbeck,· Cup of Gold, pp. 254-255. 
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realm of experience. The best composed and most vivid nar

rative of the book concerns the boyhood of ~enryMorgan in 

the Salinas Valley. From the point of departure on the high 

sea-s, Steinbeck wrote of people and of places known to him 

only indirectly through his reading and research. He was out 

of touch .with his subject and failed to make his story a 

plausible and convincing one. 

In 1932, Steinbeck's second novel, The Pastures of 

Heaven, was publishedo He returns to his native Salinas 

Valley for the setting. Steinbeck had spent his summers as 

a high school and .college youth working on ranches around 

Jolon and Soledad. The contacts which he made during those 

years ·supplied him with background material for The Pastures 

of Heaven as well as many later novels. The months which 

he spent as a laborer and ranch hand gave him first hand 

knowledge of the life of the California agricultural labor

er, a knowledge which he used extensively in this and later 

novelso From the first, Steinbe~ k 's sympathies were with 

these common men and their problems and he never again de

serted them in his fiction.3 ,, . 
7'-

In the true sense of the word, The Pastures of Heaven 

is not a novel, but a series of short stories held together 

by this secluded valley setting. Its importance to this 

study lies in the reader's first introduction to the Stein-

3 Harry Thornton Moore, The Novels of John Steinbeck, A 
First C~itical Study, pp. 77"6=77. ~ ----
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beck country and through the brief outlines of characters 

who are later developed into novel-length pe.rsonages. It 

is interesting to compare the symbolic title with the liter

al translation of the valley's real name, Corral de Tierra, 

Corral of Earth. This contrast in title symbolizes the basic 

philosophy of the book: the struggle of the valley's inhabi

tants to possess the perfect beauty of the valley and the· 

forces of ·nature and society which defeat them. 

In the opening of this series of stories, Steinbeck 

prepares his -readers for the less-than perfect realization 

of the dreams ·of his people. In introducing the Bert Munroe 

family to the community, several of the valley•s·residents 

converse with him in the general store. Munroe has just told 

them of the bad luck which has followed him and his family 

for so many years, and adds: 

"When I came down here, I had a kind of 
an idea that I was under a curse ••••• 
And what do I do? First thing out of 
the box, I buy a place that's supposed 
to be under a curse. Well, I just hap
pened to think, maybe my curse and the 
farm's curse got · to fighting and killed 
each other off. I'm dead certain they've 
gone, anyway." 

1 1 · 

The men laughed with him. T. B. 
Allen whacked his hand down on the count
er. "That• s a good one," he crie.-s.. "But 
here's a better one. Maybe your curse 
and the £arm's curse has mated and gone 
into a gopher hole like a pair of rattle
snakes. Maybe there'll be a lot of · 
baby curses crawling aroun

4
d the Pastures 

the first thing you know." 

4John Steinbeck, The Pastures of Heaven, p. 24. 
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The novel continues with the narration of the curses which 

defeated each family and ultimately drove it from The 

Pastures of Heaven . 

One of the most deli ghtful stories of t h is second novel 

of John Steinbeck introduces to the reader the paisano 

who becomes . a much-loved stock! Steinbeck character . In de 

fense of the paisano who has been viciously attacked as a 

proper literary subject by Steinbeck critics, Burton Rasco 

describes him as a person who may have any mixed blood, but 
. 

explains that "he is also a true aristocrat : he is drained 

by years and centuries of frantic striving so that he is 

utterly lacking in the highly acquisitive , poss~~sive in

stincts .tt5 This is the Steinbeck paisano who commits acts of 

stealing ·and lying only when necessary and who is a master 

in the art of rationalization. /. 

The paisano of The Pastures of Heaven is presented in 

the story of the Lopez s·isters . Left destitute .by the death 

of their father , Ros~ dnd Maria attempt to earn their living 

by preparing and selling to the people of Monterey enchiladas , 

tortillas, and tamales . \. However , business is very slow and 
• I 

the girls finally resort to prostitution . This is in direct 

oppos~tion to the girls' religious and moral training and 

cm.not be entered into without due reflection and rationaliza

tion. The following conversation reveals the paisano's 

5Burton Rascoe , ''John Steinbeck, n The English Journal , 
XXVII (March, 19 38) , p. 206 . 
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talents for adjusting their moral and religious scruples 

to meet immediate economic necessities. · Ros.a has just told 

Maria that -she had, for the first time, "given herself to a 

man" and hastily adds: 

11 Do not make a mistake," Rosa con
tinued. "I did not take money. The 
man had eaten three enchiladas~-threel" 

Maria broke into a thin, childish 
wail of nervousness. 

"Be still , " said Rosa . "What do 
you think I should do now? It is necess
ary to encourage our customers if we are 
to succeed. And he had three~ Maria, 
three enchiladas1 And he paid for them. 
Well? What do you think?" 

Maria sniffled and clutched at a· 
moral bravery in the face of her sister's 
argument . "I think Rosa, I think our 
mother would be glad, and I think your 
own soul would be glad if you should 
ask forgiveness of the Mother Virgin 
and of Santa Rosa . " 

. . . . . . . . . 
Maria tore herself away , . and with 

streaming eyes went into her bedroom. 
Ten minutes she kneeled before the 
little virgin. on ·the wall . Then she 
arose and flung herself into Rosa's 
arms . ".Rose , my sister," she cried 
happili! "I think--I think I shall 
encourage .the customers , too . "6 

The successful orientation of the Lopez sisters to their 

new moral status was interrupted by the good people of 

Monterey who , . unable to rationalize as effectively as Rosa 

and Maria, finally succeeded in having the sheriff investigate 

6steinbeck, The Pastures of Heaven, p . 99 . · 
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their house of business. The Lopez sisters, bowing to the 

conv entions of their community, closed their -house and sor

rowfully adjourned to San Francisco to practice their new 

business on a f'ull-time scale. 

Steinbeck's portrayal of the paisano in his native set

· ting in this .short story is later developed into four full 

length novels: Tortilla Flat, The Wayward Bus, Cannery 

(, 

Row, and Sweet Thursday. 

The story of Tularecito, "Little Frog", is contained 

in Chapter IV. This is a poignant story of a moron, bliss

fully happy in his -close com:rri.union with nature, elves, and 

gnomes. His benefactor·, Franklin Gomez, voices Steinbeck's 

philosophy toward those people possessed of subnormal in~ 

telligence. In defending Tularecito from the angry de

nouncement of his teacher, Gomez explains: 

"This Little Frog should not be 
going to school. He can work; he can 
tlo marvellous things with his hands, 
but he cannot learn to do the simple 
little things of the school. He is 
not crazy; h~ is one of those whom 

._God has not quite finished. 

· "I ,told the Superintendent these 
things, anq he .said the law required 
Tularecito to go to school until he is 
eighteen years old. · That is seven years 
from now. For seven years my Little 
Frog will sit in the first grade because 
the law says he must. It is out of my 
hands."7 

Tulareci to is the first product of Steinbeck'. s sympa-

7Ibid., p. 49. 
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thetic interest in half-wits. This preoccupation continues 

as the mentally deficient is developed into Lennie in Of 

Mice and Men an·d "Johnny Bear" of The Long Valley. In each 

of these stories, as in that of Tulareci to, · Steinbeck's 

portrayal of "those God has not quite finished" is one of 

compassionate concern---concern for those individuals whose . 

mental deficiencies force them into sharp conflict with 

society. · 

Perhaps the most admirable person in the twenty families 

which make up the Pastures community is Junius Maltby. Malt

by was forced to r ·etire from business in San Francisco to 

recuperate from lung trouble. His recovery was ·rapid; but 

so attached had he become to the Valley that he married .his 

landlady, a widow with two small sons, and continued to en

joy life as an invalid. The Maltby farm declined through his 

negligence, the family lived in almost unbelievable poverty, 

a.nd eventually both boys and Mrs. Maltby died in the 191-7 

influenza epidemic, the latter during the delivery of Junius' 

son, Robert Louis. 

All of thesEt tragedies failed to arouse Maltby from his 

lethargy and he finally became the target for all of the 

malicious gossip and criticism of the Pastures. Somehow he 
t 

managed to raise his son and became his teacher and compan

ion. To Robbie, Maltby poured out the fascinating stories 

of the vast store which his years of intensive reading had 

provided him. With Robbie, he studied the classics of 
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literature, roamed the woods, and enjoyed all of the free

dom of man ignoring and ignored by civilization. Stein

beck's portrayal of the boyhood life of Robbie is one of 

his best and is continued · in the story of Jody of ·The Red 

Pony. 

The idyllic life of Robbie and his father is disrupted 

first by the necessity of sending the boy to school. Later, 

when Junius is offered decent clothing by the ladies of the 

school , he begins to feel the free life i-hich he has pro

vided for his son is one of shameful pampering. It is then 

that he decided to·conform to the more conventional style 

of li v.ing and returns with his son to San Francisco. 

Many more incidents in Steinbeck's second novel, The 

Pastures of Heaven, can be found in his more mature works. 

The problem of man in relation to his society was one which 

held his interest throughout his entire career. His char

acters are imaginary, some fashioned in part of people 

Steinbeck had known elsewhere. Ironically, the story which 

has drawn the most criticism for being improbable is the one 

concerning Helen -:yan Deventer and her daughter. This is com

posed more strictly upon . fact than any other story in the 

colle ct ion. 8 

Although The Pastures of Heaven is essentially the Stein

beck of the later, more popularly read novels, it sold even 

fewer copies than did Cup of Gold. It's author, still de-

8 
Moore , The Novels of Steinbeck, p. 19. 
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termined to write, was forced to sup lement his income by 

working as a watchman of a wealthy estate and as a laborer 

in a trout -hatchery.9 

To A God Unknown, the third novel of Steinbeck, was · 

published in 1933. The setting is the Jolon Valley which 

is fiction~lized: "The Valley of Nuestra Senora." This is 

probably· the least read and u.nderstood of all the Steinbe·ck 

novels. The book depicts, in highly mystical fonn, the move 

from Vermont of Joseph Wayne and his efforts toward building 

a Wayne dynasty in this California valley. 

Mysticism enters the story of J'oseph Wayne very early 

in the novel. In selecting a site f'or his house; Wayne has 

a strong emotional conviction that an old, gnarled oak tree 

houses the spirit of his father whom he had left in Vermont, 

but has since died. The following paragraph describes the 

mystical relationship between Joseph Wayne and this tree: 

••• and the great tree stirred to life 
under the ~ind. Joseph raised his 
head and looked at its ol~, wrinkled 
limbs. His eyes lighted with recog
nition and welcome, for hls father·, s 
strong and simple being, which had • 
dwelt in his youth like a cloud of 

1 1 

peace, had entered the tree. 

Joseph raised his hand in greet
ing. He said very softly, "I'm glad 
you've come, sir. I didn~t know until 
now how lonely I've been for you." 
The tree stirred. slightly~lO 

9Lewis Gannett, Personal and Bibliographical Notes of 
John Steinbeck, p. 9 •. 

lOJohn Steinbeck, To A God UnknowJ~, p. 223. · 
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There is a glade on the land of Joseph Wayne, in which 

there are a moss-covered st one and a little spring . Joseph 

feels that this glade too has an inexplicable religious 

significance . He and his brother, Tom , find the glade ac

cidentally while searching for a calf which has strayed . 

' Tom immediately dislikes the · place and asks his brother to 

mo.ve on but Joseph replies: 

"Be still a moment , Tom , " he said 
languidly. "There's something here . 
You are afraid of it , but I know it . 
Somewhere , perhaps in an old dream, I 
have seen this place , or perhaps felt 
the feeling of this place." He dropped 
his hands to his sides and whispered , 
trying the words , "This is holy--and 
this is old . This is ancient- -and 
holy • nll 

To A God Unknown ends as Joseph Wayne , lying on this 

holy rock , kills himself by opening the arteries on his 

wrist . This is a sacrificial suicide , committed in order to 

bring an end to the drought which has . brought disaster to 

his land . Joseph's thoughts as he lies in the glade , dying , 

sum up the mystical relationship he has expe~ienced: 

. The pain- was sharp at first , but in 
a momen~

1 
its sharpness dulled . He 

watched the bright blood cascading 
over the moss , and he heard the 
shouting of the wind around the grove . 
~he sky was growing grey. And time 
passed and Joseph grew grey too . He 
lay on his side with his wrist out
stretched and looked down the long 
black mountain range of his body. 

11Ibid., p . 40 
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Then his body grew huge and light. It 
arose into the sky, and out of it came 
the streaking rain. "I should have 
known," he whispered. "I am the rain." 
And yet he looked dully down the moun
tains of his body where the hills fell 
to an abyss. He felt the driving rain, 
and heard it whipping down, pattering 
on the ground. He saw his hills grow 
dark with moisture. Then a lancing 
pain shot through the ' heart of the world. 
''I am the land," he said, "and I am 
the rain. The grass will grow~ out '~ of_ 
me]n a little while."12 

A mysterious atmosphere pervades the entire novel of 

To~ God Unknown. John Steinbeck makes no attempt in this 

work to explain life rationally, but allows incident after 

incident to occur without logical explanation. For example, 

Joseph .feels . that his father is dead13; he knows when his 

tree has been girdledl4; he leads his brother to find strayed 

cattle through instinct alone.15 Steinbeck has never since 

~mployed mysticism on -such a large scale. 

The paisano reappears in To~ God Unknown in the character 

of Juanita, the ,vaquero. Through him Joseph Wayne becomes 

acquainted with the Mexican population of the areao One of 

the most colorful scenes in the novels is the description 
,, . 

of the celebration of the paisanos during the rain which · 

breaks a prolonged drouth. Juanito is important also in his 

12Ibid., p. 244. 
13rb1a., p. 7. 
l4Ibid., p. 159. 
1~ 

36. Ibi a., p. 
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role of protector of the sickly little boy who is haunted 

by nightmare·s. The unselfish understanding of his ranch 

hand toward the ·child is later developed into one of Stein

beck's most dramatic novels, Of Mice and Men, in which George 

cares for the giant, Lennie, possessed of a child's mentality. 

In To .A . God Unknown Steinbteck more fully develops the 

love of the farmer for his land than in his previous writing. 

Throughout his novels Steinbeck recognizes three great enemies 

which constantly threaten the farmer's security: drouth 

and labor and market conditions. Running through To A God 

Unknown is the fear of this farm community of a recurrent 

drouth--a forecast of the disastrous collapse of the Wayne 

dynasty when the rains ceased. The narrative power of Stein

beck in depicting drouth and its effects on the social and 

economic structure of a people began with this novel but 

reacl;led its peak in The Grapes of Wrath. 

After completing To A God Unknown, Steinbeck went to 

New York to work on a newspaper. He lost his job there after 

a short time for failing to report the news without editorial 

comment. While tq~s third novel was being published, its 

author earned his living as a hod-carrier in the building of 

the new Madison Square Garden.16 

16Rescoe, "John Steinbeck," The English Journal. XXVII 
(March, 1938), p. 207. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DISPOSSESSED 

The first of the Steinbeck novels to attract a wide 

reading public was also his first comedy, Tortilla Flat, pub

lished in 1935~ Nine publishers turned down the novel be

fore it was accepted by Covici-J riede. Steinbeck had been 

collecting the stories and legends for many years among his 

friends, the Monterey paisanos. In the foreword of the Modern 

Library edition, he writes of the paisano boy with whom he 

went to school: 

We called him the piojo, m d he was a 
nice, kind, brown, little boy. He had 
no mother or father---only an elder 
sister whom we loved and admired. We 
called her, wit h a great deal of respect, 
a hoor-lady. She had the reddest cheeks 
in town, and she made tomato sandwiches 
for us sometimes. Now in the little 
house where the piojo and his sister 
the hoor-l~dy lived, the faucet at the 
sink was broken off. A wooden plug had 
been pounded into the pipe to keep it 
from leaking. The water for cooking 
and drinking was drawn from the toilet. 
There was a tin dipper on the floor to 
get it out. When the water. was low, 
you simply flushed the toilet and there 
was a new supply. No onewas

1
allowed to 

.use this . toilet as a toilet. 

While the Steinbeck readers had met the paisano before 

in the brief characterizations mentioned earlier in stories 

of the Lopez sisters, Juanito, and Gitano, Tortilla Flat 

is the first novel devoted .entirely to a people who have 

now become aliens in their own land. 

1John Steinbeck, Foreword, Tortilla Flat. 
-14-
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Among the critics of Steinbeck who have discussed his 

choice of the paisanos as suitable literary subjects, one 

has voiced the sentiments of those who consider them the best 

of the Steinbeck novels. Lincoln R. Gibbs writes that: 

"The demand that literature concern itself solely with abso

lute truth and absolute beauty ts a voice from the ivory tower, 

which is not a spacious structure and accommodates few dwell

ers. n2 

Steinbeck has moved the setting of Tortilla Flat up from 

the valley, used previously, to the hills above Monterey. 

He .describes the location of the paisanos in the novel's 

preface: 

Monterey sets on the slope of a 
hill, with a blue bay below it and 
with a forest of tall, dark pine trees 
at its back. The lower parts of the 
town are inhabited by Americans, 
Italians, catchers and canners of 
fish. But on the hill where the forest 
and town intermingle, where the streets 
are innocent of asphalt and the corners 
free of street lights, the old in
habitants of Monterey are embattled 
as the Ancient Britons are embattl-
ed in Wales. These are the piasanbs.3 

On this hill
1 1
live Danny and his four friends: Pilon, 

Jesus Maria, Pablo, and Big Joe Portagee. In telling their 

story, Steinbeck more fully develops his theory of group action 

in contrast to individual effort~-a philosophy still more 

strongly defined in his later novels. Tortill~ Flat is a 

2Lincoln R. Gibbs, ·"John Steinbeck, Moralist," Antioch, 
Review, II (June, 1942), p. 172. 

3steinbeck, Tortilla Flat, pp. 10-11. 
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delightful story of the paisanos as a group. While each of 

the above mentioned characters is treated briefly as an in

dividual with hi$ own peculiar vices and virtues, yet the 

chief interest and emphasis in the story is built around the 

entire group, its interaction and its interdependence. 

Heading .this group of carefree, happy vagabonds--in 

economic and social status only~-is Danny. As heir to two 

houses, he ·serves not as the chief character of the novel, 

but as the frame work for keeping together his friends. In 

completing a description of Danny's house, Steinbeck points 

out: "When you speak of Danny's house you are understood to 

mean a unit of which the parts are men, from which come sweet

ness and joy, philanthropy and, in the end, a mystic sorrow."4 

Tortilla Flat is written episodically, as are many of 

Steinbeck's novels, and the story goes on gaily, through ad

venture after adventure. The highpoint s of the novel come, 

not with any one individual effort, but through the coopera

tive efforts of all. An example of such achievement is the 

group attack on Torrelli, owner of the wineshop, who triumph

antly flashes · a p~:per on the assembled five paisanos which 

shows the transfer ot Danny's property to him in exchange for < " 

wine. After the group's attack on Torrelli, made without a 

word being spoken, nothing is left to prove there was ever 

evidence of such change in ownership and the delightfully 

4 
Ibid., p. 9. 
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ingenious paisanos almost convince themselves that such 

proof had never existea.5 

Another typical example of such group activity is the 

pooling of clothing so the Pirate can attend ·Mass. · This is 

no ordinary mass • . At this mass a candle will burn in the 

candlestick for which the Fir.ate had saved so many years. 

This was a truly great occasion for all six of these friends 

who had helped the Pirate save his money and had helped him 

guard it. For them, the supreme sacrifice was lending their 

clothes so the Pirate might attend Mass appropriately dressed. 

Since each paisano had only enough clothing for himself the , · 

loan kept him from sharing in the Pirate's glory and public 

recognition.6 

Perhaps the most dramatic and successful of the paisano 1 s 

unified efforts was the party which they gave for nanny. Danny 

had not been himself and the five friends planned the party 

to bring him out of his gloom. Each paisano actually went to 

work for a day to earn enough money to buy the necessary 

liquor and decorations. When this glorious party ended by 

Danny's rushing out to his death, the remaining five, realiz

ing their group had been broken, deliberately a~lowed their· 

house to burn to the ground. Then, "they looked at one another 

strangely, and then back to the burned house. And after a 

5Ibid., pp. 270-281. 
6 Ibid., pp. 197-2190 
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while _' they turned and walked slowly away, and no two walked 

together."7 

Although Tortilla Flat is renowned and loved as a new 

kind of American comedy, it has distinct sociological refer

ences. When Danny learns, on his return from service, that 

he is heir to two houses he has mixed emotions about his for~ 

tune. While he is irrunensely J.>-r.oua of the status which proper

ty ownership gives him, he is aware of new responsibilities 

and restrictions. "No more in life would that face be free 

of care. No more would Danny break windows now that he had 

windows o"f his own to break. His shoulders -had straightened 

to wit~stand the complexity of life. But one cry· of pain 

escaped him before he le.ft for all time his old and simple 

existence."8 

Pilon also was painfully aware of the difference Danny's 

new status might make in their friendship. He tells Danny: 

"Now it is over," he said sadly. "Now 
the great times are done. Thy friends 
will mourn, but nothing will come of 
their mourning." 

Danny put down the bottle, and 
Pilon p~pked it up and set it in his 
own lap. 

"Now what is over?" Danny demand
ed. "What . do you mean?," 

"It is not the first time," Pilon 
went on. "When one is poor, one thinks, 

7Ibid., p. 317. 

8 
. Ibid., p. 28. 
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• 
1 If I had money I would share it with my 
good friends.' But let that money come 
and charity flies away. So it is with 
thee, my once-friend. Thou are .lifted 
above t ·hy friends. Thou are a man of 
property. Thou wilt forget thy friends 
who shared everything with thee; T-even 
their brandy. n9 

The chapter headings alone indicate Steinbeck's interest 

in social and economic problems even in this novel. Examples 

are found in Chapter I, "How Danny, home from the wars, found 

hims~lf an heir, and how he swore to protect the helpless"; 

Chapter III.- ''How the poison .of possessions wrought with Pilon 

and how evil temporarily triumphed in him; and Chapter VII~ 

"How Danny's f -riends became a force for Good. How they suc

cored the poor Pirate". 

· Perhaps the best example of Danny and his friends' con

cept of socialism is contained in Capter XIII, "How Danny's 

Friends threw themselves to the aid of a distressed lady." 

The "distressed lady" was Senora Teresina Cortez who lived 

with her eight children, most of whom were illegitimate, 

and her ancient mother in the outskirts of Tortilla Flat. 

Teresina had married Alfred Cortez when she was sixteen. 

This marriage had produced two sons before the father dese·rt

ed his family. That she seemed confused about t ·he remainder 

of her fan ily is shown in the following paragraph: 

The regularity with which she be
came a mother always astonished Teresina. 
It occurred sometimes that she could not . 

9 • 
Ibid., pp. 26-27. 
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remember who the father of the impend
ing baby was; and occasionally she al
most grew convinced that no lover was 
necessary. In the time when she had 
been under quarantine as a diptheria10, 
carrie·r she conceived just the sa.rne. 

Although Teresina had doubts about the paternity of her 

large family, she had no doubts about the amount of food which 

it took to supply three meals a day for ten mouths. The c.on

dition in which her fan ily lived is amusingly told in the con

versation which one of her sons had with the school nurse. 

Steinbeck says that "· ••• about this time in California it be

came the stylish thing for school nurses to visit the classes 

and to catechize the children on intimate details of their 

home li·fe. ull Because Alfredo, a third-grader, looked too 

thin, he was surn..moned to the principal 1 s office for consulta

tion. His conversation with the school nurse is a revealing 

one: 

10 

The visiting nurse, trained in child 
psychology, said kindly, "Freddie, do you 
get enough to eat?" 

''Sure," said Alfredo. 

''Well, now. Tell me what you have 
·for brea~fast." 

"Tortiilas and beans," said Alfr~do. 

The nurse nodded her head dismally to 
the principal. "What do you have when you 
go home for lunch?" 

Ibid., p. 223. 
11

Ibid., p. 224. 
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"I don't go home." 

"Don't you eat at noon?" 

"Sure. I bring some beans wrapped 
up in a tortilla." 

Actual alarm showed in the nurse's 
eyes, but she controlled herself-> '~t 
night, what do you h~ye to eat?" 

"Tortill·as and beans." 

Her psychology deserted her. "Do 
you mean to stand there and tell me 7tou 
eat nothing but tortillas and beans?' 

· Alfredo was astonished. "Jesus 
Christi" he said, "what more do you 
want?" 2 

There was a time, after a prolonged drouth, when even 

the supply of beans and tortillas wa·s exhausted. Teresina 

and her fan ily ·were starving. Then Danny and his friends 

came to their atd. They col]e cted fish, raided vegetable 

patches, and broke into warehouses. In true Robin Hood 

fashion they took from those who had and carted it to Teresina's 

house. Then they retired to Danny's house and slept all day 

for " ••• what pillow can one have like a good 9onscience?"13 

Although Tortilla Flat launched Steinbeck as a prominent 
\ 1 . . 

American novelist and . gave him financial security heretofore 

lacking, his introduction to the Modern Library Edition voices 

his regret at having written it. He speaks of his sincere 

friendship for these paisanos and says that he wrote their 

12 
Ibid., pp. 224-225. 

13 
Ibid., P• 235. 
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stories because they were true and because he enjoyed them. 

But literary slummers have taken these 
people up with the vulgarity of . duchesses 
who are amused and sorry for a peasantry. 
These stories .are out and I cannot recall 
them. But I shall never again subject to 
vulgar touch of the decent these good 
people of laughter and kindness, of hon
est lusts and direft eyes, of courtesy 

~ beyond politeness.~ . 

. 'Steinbeck's reluctance to captilize on his new-found 

fame and thus lose his anonymity, is revealed in an inter

view printed in the Los Angeles Times, in which he declared: 

They're not going to lionize me. I 
think of the Arabian story-tellers, the 
best writers in the world. You didn't 
find them installed in luxurious sur
roundings. They squatted in the market-· 
place and told and retold stories, and 
they refined and perfected them to the c 
point you _find in the 'Arabian Nights'.1/ 

Perhaps it was Steinbeck's reticence as expressed above, 

or his disappointment of the public's acceptance of his be

loved paisano friends of Tortilla Flat that caused him to turn 

from his light, comic vein to a more serious subject for his 

next book. A letter to his publisher friend, Pascal Covici, 

expressed his real concern over the effect of Tortilla Flat 
\ 1 on his future career: 

I 1 m scared ·to death of popularity. 
It has ruined everyone I know. That's 
one reason I should like In Dubious 

l4Ibid., Author's Preface. 

l~argaret Marshall,· "Writers in the Wilderness: I, John 
Steinbeck, tt The Nation, CXLIX (Nov. 1939), p. 577. 
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Battle printed next. Myths form early, 
and I want no tag of humgristpinned on 
me, or any other kind. nl · . 

In Dubious Battle, published in 1936, is Steinbeck's 

first serious novel devoted to the dispossessed. Apparently, 

however, his compassion for them began many years earlier. 

One of his oldest friends recounts an incident which took pla.ce 

some sixteen years earlier when Steinbeck was eighteen yea·rs 

of age. Robert Bennett and Steinbeck were spending their 

Christmas school vacations clerking in an Oakland haberdash

ery. One Sunday they accompanied Bennett's mother to church 

where they listened . to an old-fashioned minister repeatedly 

expound the dangers of starving the soul. He emotionally ex

horted the congregation to forget the trivialities of the· 

world and their bodily comforts and concentrate on feeding 

their souls. Bennett was aware of his friend's restlessness 

an9, as the service progressed, of his angry mutterings that 

the ~s)oil.I was immortal--feeding the body was the primary con

cern. Finally, near the end of the sermon, Steinbeck could 

stand the minister's platitudes no longer. To the consterna

tion of the minister, and the Bennetts, he spoke out in a ,, . 

clear voice, " ••• yes,· you all look satisfied here, while out

side the world begs for a crust of bread or a chance to earn 

it. Feed the .body and the soul will take care of itself. ul 7 . 

16Lewis Gannet, "John Steinbeck: Novelist at Wo.rk", Atlantic 
Monthly, CILXXVI, p. 57~ 

17Robert Bennett, The Wrath of John Steinbeck or st. John 
Goes to Church,. p. 7 .-- -- --- -- --
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In Dubious Battle is a strike novel centering around 

Communist organizers in California's heaviest . fruit country 

near Fresno. The most important incidents of the strike 

were taken from one which had occurred earlier in a cotton 

strike in the San Joaquin Valley. This is a violent novel 

in which the story of the fruit tramps is reportorially told. _ 

Whi.pple believes that of all the Steinbeck ·novels, In 

Dubious Battle is by far the best. This he attributes, in 

part, to the author's improved writing; he gives more credit, 

however, to the fact that this is the first time the reader 

has actually participated in the action. In earlier novels, 

Whipple _ says, Steinbeck had written more objectively and the 

reader had been forced to read and follow the action of the 

novels from a distance.18 

Reader interest and participation in In Dubious Battle 

on the scale which Whipple has suggested is an especially re

markable tribute to Steinbeck's skill as a novelist since he 

relies in no way on suspense for holding the reader's interest. 

The reader knows from the very beginning of the novel that 

the fight between Hhe .fruit tramps and the growers is to be, 

in fact, a dubious battle. When ac, the Party organizer 
l 

I 

first. talks to Jim, his new fielcf man, of the proposed Torgas 

Valley Communist inspired strike, he makes it very clear that 

this particular battle must be a losing one to be effective 

18 
T. K. Whipple, "Steinbeck Through a Glass -Though Brightly," 

The New Republic, Vol. XCVI (October, 1938), pp. 274-275. 
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in the long run. He tells Jim that the Party's hope of suc

cess in the Torgas Valley lies not in having the growers meet 

their wage demands, but rather in having them refuse; he 

further astounds his new recruit by indicating their success 

in Torgas will be realized if the growers are sufficiently 

excited by their efforts to call out the troops. At Jim's 

naive reaction, Mac explains: "'Jesus, Man1 The troops will 

win, all right1 But every time a guardsman jabs a fruit tramp 

with a bayonet a thousand men all over the country come on our 

side. Christ Almighty1 If we can only g~t the troops called 

out 1, ".19 

The_ plight of the thousands of fruit picking migrants 

caught i'n a drastic salary cut situation is told from the ·view

point of the strike organizers, Mac and Jim, and the workers. 

On the side of capital are the courts, police, the government, 

Associated Farmers, and the banks organized in favor of the 

large ranch owners. On the side of the strikers are the small

er fruit growers and many sympathizers in the towns who dared 

not express their sympathy openly. To compensate for the 

overwhelming power ~gainst them, the strikers had one major 

advantage: the perishability of the fruit. In each of Calif

ornia •_s chief agricultural areas the harvest of fruit and 

vegetables is an extremely short and carefully timed one. The 

pickers move from one valley to another as harvests are ready. 

l9John Steinbeck, In Dubious Battle, p. 33. 
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Not only must they make enough to live and support their 

families while in that area, they must also have enough 

money to transport them many miles to the next harvest site. 

Only by arousing enough sympathetic support to enable them 

to stay off work for even a short time can the workers hope 

to force the. growers to meet wag~ demands. 20 The struggle 

of Mac and Jim to supply· enough food for the workers and 

their families to keep them from the orchards and thus bring 

about a full seal e strike is the plot of In ·Dubious Battle. 

All available tricks are used by Mac · and Jim in arousing 

the men from their apathy. No offense on the part of the grow

ers is too small or unimportant to be brought to the workers' 

attention. · Mac, ordinarily a basically kind and sympathetic 

person, cooly and methodically beats a young boy caught while 

spying on the campo " 1 I want a billboard, not a corpse'", 21 

he explained, and "his right fist worked in quick, short 

hammer blows, one after another. The nose cracked flat, the 

other eye closed, and the dark bruises formed on the cheeks." 22 

After he has finished, Mac tells the boy he is not really bad

ly hurt but . that he ,,will be such a walking billboard that 

none of his friends will dare attempt to invade ~heir camp. 

The death of Joy, a small deformed Party worker who 

20carey McWilliams, "Cs.lifornia Pastoral", Antioch Review, 
II (June, 1942), pp. 103-121. 

21 
Steinbeck, In "Dubious Battle, p. 2720 

22Ibid. 
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joined Mac and Jim in the Torgas Valley, gives Mac another 

opportunity to dramatize the wrong treatment suffered by 

the workers. Mac and Joy had worked many years together and 

were wann friends. Refusirg to indulge in.even a moment's 

grief, Mac makes elaborate arrangements for Joy's funeral 

and burial. The~ stand mg over· ·the dead body of his friend, 

Mac _ addresses the assembled workers: 

"This guy's name was Joy. He was a 
radicall Get it? A radical. He wanted 
guys like you to -have enough to eat and a 
pl-ace to sleep where you wouldn't get wet. 
He didn't want nothing for himself. He 
was a radicalt D1 ye see what he was? A 
dirty bast-ard, a danger to the government. 
I don't know if you saw his face, all beat 
to rags. The cops done that because he was 
a radical. His hands were·broke, an' his 
·jaw was broke. One time he got that jaw 
broke in a picket line. They put him in 
the can. Then a doctor come an' looked 
at him. 'I won't treat a God-damned red,' 
the doctor says. So Joy lies there with 
a busted jaw. He was dangerous~-he 
wanted guys like you to get enough to eat." 
Suddenly he shouted, "What are you going 
to do about it? Dump him in a .mud-hole, 
cover him with slush. Forget him." 23 

The result of Mac's speech was what he had hoped: an 

hysterical _mob reaction that swept the entire ca.mp of workers. 
,, . 

Steinbeck's portrayal . of ma!3s emotion which followed Mac• s 

impassioned speech has led critics to compare his psychology 

of mob action with the best in our literature today.24 

23Ibid., p. 226 

2411 steinbeck 1 s treatment of mass emotion in In Dubious 
Battle is masterly. In-comparison with it the mob scenes of 
Dickens, Mark Twain and Galsworthy seem melodramatic." Lawrence 
R. Gibbs, "John Steinbeck,_ Moralist," Antioch Review, II ( June, 
1942), p. 179. 
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Two short stories , "The Vigilante" and "The Raid , " devoted 

to the change in man' s thinking under mob rul·e , were 1 a ter 

to be published in The Long Valley. 

i One of Steinbeck ' s more recent critics has ·said of In 

Dubious Battle; "But it was inevitable that a novelist with 
t 

the interest -in carefully conduc ted observation which we have. 

seen that Steinbeck entertains should write novels in which 

the rationally perceived world , the world of ordina~y ex

perience is dominant . " 25 While this novel seems only to -pre

sent , in dramati c and realistic terms a strike of the fruit 

pickers of California it also presents a study of the motives 

, of thei~ leaders as well as an analysis of the changing at

titudes· of the workers themselves . This is accomplished by 

presenting the action developed around one of Steinbeck's 

familiar themes---that of the group as an entity. The doctor , 

who is a central figure in the novel yet is opposed to the 

Party and its principles , explains this -concept to Mac: 

"Group- men are always getting some kind 
of infection., This seems to be a b~d 
one . I want to see , Mac . I want to 
.watch the·se group- men, for they seem to 
me to bei1 a new individual , not all like 
single men .. A man in a group isn ' t him
self at all , he ' s a cell in an organism 

· that isn ' t like him any more than the 
cells in your body are like you . I want 
to watch the group , and see what it's 
like . People have said, ' Mobs are crazy, 
you can ' t tell what they'll do . ' Why 
don't people look at mobs not as men , 
but as mobs? A mob nearly always seems 

25woodburn Ross, "John Steinbeck: Farth and Stars , " The 
University of Missouri Studies , XXX (1946) , p . 184. 
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to act reasonably, for a mob •••• You might 
be an effect as well as a cause, Mac. 
You might be an expression of group~man, 
a cell endowed with a special function, 
like an eye cell, drawing your force from 
group-man, and at t~~

6
same time directing 

him, like an eye... . · 

Mac expresses much the same sentiment earlier i.n the 

novel to Jim in which he emphasize.s the value of unity through 

a c_ommon purpose: 

"Men always like to work together. There's 
· a hunger in men to work together. Do you 
know that ten men can lift nearly twelve 
times as big a load as one man can? It 
only takes a little spark to get them go
ing. Most of the time they're suspicious, 
because every time someone gets •em work
ing in a group the profit of their work 
is taken away · fran them; but wait until · 
they get working for thems·elves. tt27 

Mac rud Jim are dedicated to their Party's belief that 

only through common effort and common purpose can the economic 

status of the working man be improved. They sacrifice every

thing to ga:i. n supplies for the fruit workers; they risk 

countless dangers in leading them against the well-armed 

forces of the strike breakers imported by the growers. Stein

beck close_s his sto.ry with the defeat of the migrants in their 

final stand. Mac ~akes one last appeal for the Party as he 

displays the faceless corpse of Jim whom he has · just carried 

fran the field. In Dubious Battle ends as Mac, almost 

speechless from grief, repeats: "'This gp.y didn't want noth-

26steinbeck, In Dubious Battle, pp. 141#--145. 
27 

Ibid., p. 61. 
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ing for himself---' he ~egan. His knuckles were white, where 

he grasped the rail. 'Comradesl He didn't want nothing for 

· him~elf--. 1 n28 

W. M. Frohock takes issue with the general puhlic 1 s be

lief that Stein.beck has depa.rted from his former style and 

subject in writing this strike novel. He believes that these. 

migratory workers are essentially the same as the paisanos · 

in Tortilla Flat, and that the author's digression lies only 

in his presenting them under adverse economic conditionso 

Danny and his ~riends are, Frohock states " ••• irresponsible 

and happy and inconsequential because the economic environ

ment and the benign California climate enable them to meet 

their needs without serious effort or strain. Let these con

ditions change, let Steinbeck cease being playful, and we see 

another side of the people he loves." 29 

From the carefree, happy paisanos in the comedies pre

viously discussed, Steinbeck turned to California's laborers 

heavily burdened with responsibilities in providing for their 

families. Steinbeck followed the publication of his fiction

al present~tion of the California mig~ants with a series of 
\ 1 . 

factual articles which appeared in the San Fran~isco News. 

He turned down an offer to convert In Dubious Battle into 

dramatic form because he felt that it should remain as it 

was~-a picture of the past. Instead, he again went out into 

28
Ibid., p. 343. 

29The Novel of Violence In America, p. 151. 
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the camps of the fruit pickers and wrote an actual account 

of their daily struggles. These sketches · appe.ared as a ser

ies in October, 1~36, and were published in a pamphlet en

titled, Their Blood is Strong by the Simon J. Lubin Society 

in 1938. (S.ee Chapter IV.) 

t{The experiences of Steinbeck during the weeks spen~ 

among the migrants provided not only the factual articles men

tioned above, but also many of the most graphic accounts in

cluded in his three novels: In Dubious Battle, Of Mice and 

Men, and The Grapes of Wrath. In reply to his publisher's 

criticism that the Communist leaders, Mac and Jim, of In 

Dubious Battle, were unconvlncing, Steinbeck replied that most 

of the infonnati on for the novel came from " ••• Irish and 

Italian Communists whose training was in the field, not in 

the drawing room. They don•t believe in ideologies and ideal 

tactics. They do what they can under the circurns tances. "30 

b<; he d ascription of camp life among the fruit tramps of 

In Dubious Battle comprise some of Steinbeck's best writing 

up to that time. Based on his own observation, the following 

paragraph.ls an indication not only of Steinbeck's growth as 
11 · . 

a writer but also of his consistent preoccupation with the 

problems of the corn..mon man: 

Now the line of orchard top grew 
sharp against the eastern sky and the 
parked cars were greyly visible. The 
buckets of coffee began to boil, and a 

30 
Hoffman, Frederich I., The Modern Novel in America, 

p. 14fr. 
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rank, nourishing smell came from the bean 
kettles. The cooks ladled out beans into 
anything the people brought, pans, jars, 
cans and tin plates. Many sat on the ground 
and with their pocket-knives carved little 
wooden ·paddles with which to eat their 
beans. The coffee was black and bitter, 
but men and wanen who had been silent ·and 
uncomfortable were warmed by it so that 
they began to talk~ to . laugh, to call greet
ings to one another. "The daylight came 
over the trees and the ground turned grey
ish-blue. Three great bands ~f geese 
flew over, high in- the light. 

V 
/\The publicati.on of In ·Dubious Battle raised many questions 

about Steinbeck's personal political beliefs. ~he novel was 

banned as being Communistic propaganda and sold from under 

the counter in the San Joaquin Valley area. It did receive 

the medal given by the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco 

as the best novel of the year by a California writer but sold 

far fewer copies than did Tortilla Flat. 

Steinbeck became a best-seller novelist in 1937 when Of 

Mice and Men was selected as the Book of the Month Club 

choice. This book was an experL~ent by its author to see 

how nearly like a play a novel could be written. As a result, 

Of Mice an~ Men is a tight, compact, little drama with descrip-
.;.. ,, . 

tion held to a bare minimum. As proof of Steinbeck's success 

in this experiment, eighty~five per cent of the ·novel was used, 
, !'' 

as written, when the story became a smash Broadway hit the 

same year under the direction of George Kaufman. 32 

3lsteinbeck, In Dubious Battle, pp. 156-157. 

32Lawrence Clark Pow~ll, "Toward a Bibliography of John 
Steinbeck," Colophon, New Series, III (Autumn, 1938,), p. 562. 
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That Steinbeck was unprepared for the novel's im_mediate 

popularity is indicated in a conversation recalled by Lawrence 

Clark . Powell. A Tew weeks before the publication of Of Mice 

and Men, Powell and Steinbeck were discussing the p-opulari ty 

of Anthony Adverse and Gone~~ Wind and Steinbeck re-
• t 

marked: "I .hope that never happens to me. A single best-

seller can ruin a writer forever. What I 1 d like would be 

an audienca of no more than 20,000 readers for each book. 

That would give me enough to live on and yet keep me off the 

front page." 33 He did not dream that this experimental novel

ette would bring him an audience of over 200,000 readers 

during ~ts first year of publication. 

!\In ·writing Of Mice and Men, · Steinbeck drew heavily fran 

his own experience as a ranch hand during his school vacation 

periods. The plot concerns the efforts of the small, intelli

gent·George to protect his giant, moronic friend, Lennie. Told 

chiefly through dialogue with descriptive narrative held to 

a minimum, Steinbeck's portrayal of the work, living conditions, 

dreams, and economic problems of the ranch hands are vivid and 

realistic. The ra~ch where the story takes place is located 

on the Salinas River, below Soledaa.34 

In Of Mice and Men Steinbeck more fully and dramatically 

develops the love of the farmer for his land than in previous 

novels. George and Lennie, two rootless, wandering ranch 

33Ibid. 

3~oore, The N~vels of John Steinbeck, p. 47. 
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hands, dream of the land which they will sometime own. Over 

and over Lennie begs George to tell him again · of their life 

together. In doing so, to please the child-like Lennie, 

George almost comes to believe himself in the ten acre dream 

ranch where: 
• t 

" •.• ~we could have a few pigs. I could build 
a smoke house like the one gran'pa had, 
an' when we kill a pig we can smoke the · 
bacon and the hams, and make sausage an' 
all like that. An' when the salmon run 
up the river we could catch a hundred of 
•em an' salt 'em down or smoke 'em. We 
could have them fon breakfast~ When the 
fruit come in we could can it - and toma
toes, they're easy to can." 

Lennie watched him with wide eyes, 
and old Candy watched him too. Lennie said 
softly~s"We could live offa the fatta the 
1 an' • ".J 

The above is Lennie's dream, for his men_tality limits his 

appreciation to food and to small animals which he can pet and 

fondle.. The dream of George expresses the more mature , uni

versal longing of the dispossessed for land of their own: 

"Sure, we'd have a little house an' 
a room to ourself. Little fat iron stove, 
an' in the winter we'd keep a fire goin1 

in it. It ain't enough land so we'd 
have to work too hard. Maybe six, seven 

1 1 · 

hours a day . _ We wouldn't have to buck 
no barley eleven hours a day. An' when 
we put in a crop, why, we'd be there t ·o 
take the crop up. 

6
we'd know what come 

·of our planting.n3 

Candy, the elderly swamper, becomes engrossed in G~orge 

and Lennie's dream of owning their own place. Since Candy 

35John Steinbeck, Of Mice and Men, p. 101. 
36Ibid., p. 10 2. 
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has managed to save several hundred dollars ., he entreats them 

to let him make the down payment and live with them in his old 

age . Old Crooks , · however ., the col ored stable buck , is the com

plete realist in his belief in the futility of men of their 

class in hoping and striving f or landownership . In answer 

to Lennie's happy sputtering abo~t the land he and George will 

own .and of the rabbits he will care for , Crooks brutally re

plies: 

"You' re nuts . " Crooks was scornful . 
"I· seen hunderds of men come by on the 
road -an ' on the ranches ., with their 
bindles on their back an' that same damn 
thing in their heads . Hunderds of them . 
They come , an' . they quit an' go on; 
an' every damn one of ' ems got a little 
piece of land in his head . · An' never a 
God damn one of 'em ev~r gets it . Just 
like heaven. Ever'body wants a little 
piece of lan' . I read plenty of books 
out here . Nobody never gets to heaven , 
and nobody gets no land . It's just in 
their head . ·They' re · all the time talk
in' abQUt -it , but it's jus' in their 
head . " j f 

Another theme , as strong and as recurren as that of the 

desire for land ., appears in Of Mice and Men. +hat is the Stein

beck philosophy that. man needs companionship with others in 
\ 1 

his own class . Already discussed are the benefits and the· 

strength of men involved in group action . In this novel the 

idea is presented from the more negative point of view . Per

haps the most tragic character in the novel is Crooks because 

his race so completely isolates him from the rest o·f the ranch 

3?Ibid ., pp . 129-130 . 
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hands. Barred from the bunk-house where the other men con

gregate and sleep, Crooks has tried to transf·orm a corner 

of the stable into living quarters. There he returns after 

the day's work to read alone. Lennie, too stupid to realize 

he is violating the ranch social code by associating with 
• t 

Crooks, visits his room; the colored man, driven by jealousy 

of Lennie's relationship with George , tries to frighten him 

by telling ·him George will not return to him from his trip 

into town. Seeing the fright and potential brutality of 

Lennie , Crooks quickly relents and pours out his loneliness 

to Lennie: 

"Maybe you can see now . You got George. 
·You know he's goin1 to come back . S 1 pose 
·you didn't have nobody . S1 pose you couldn't 
go into the bunk house and play rummy 
'cause you was black . How 1 d you like that? 
S1 pose you had to sit out here an' read 
books . Sure you could place horseshoes 
till it got dark, but then you got to read 
books . Books ain ' t no good . A guy needs 
somebody- -to be near him." He whined , · 
"A guy goes nuts if he ain 1 t got nobody . 
Don't make no difference who the guy is , 
long' s he's with you . I tell ya, " he 
cried, "I tell ya jsguy gets too lon,ely 
an ' he gets sick . " 

The story whiyp Lennie begs George to tell him, second . 

in popularity only to the description of their :future ranch~ 

concerns their friendship . George always begins by telling 

Lennie about the life of itinerant ranch workers: 

"Guys like us , that work on ranches , are 
the loneliest guys in the world. They got 
no fan ilyo They don't belong no place . 

38Ibid ., p . 127 0 
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They come to a ranch an 1 work up a stake 
and then they go into town and blow their 
stake, and the first thing you know they're 
poundin' their tail on some other ranch. 
They ain't got nothing to look ahead to." 

Lennie was delighted. "That's it -
That's it. Now tell how it is with us." 

George went on. "With us it ain't 
like that. We got. a tµture. We got some
body to talk to that gives a damn about 
us. We don 1 t have to sit in no bar room 
blowing in our jack jus 1 because we got 
no place to go. If them other guys gets 
in jail they can rot for all anybody 
gives a damn. But not us." 

Lennie broke tn. "But not us~ An• 
why? Because ••• because I got you to look 
after me, and you got me to look after 
you, and that's why. n39 · 

Following his technique discuss~d in The Pastures of Hea

ven and In Dubious Battle, Steinbeck set his stage for tragedy 

in the opening pages of Of Mice and Meno The novel opens 

with George and Lennie's fli ght from Weed where Lennie's child

like simplicity caused him to grab a girl's pretty dress be

cause he wanted to feel it. As the girl became frightened 

and began screaming, the confused Lennie only tightened his 

hold. A crowd soon gathered and the girl told them that Lepnie 

had harmed her~ GeRrge managed to get through the crowd t .o 

Lennie and the two fled. As they prepared to ea~ their sup~er 

on the river near the ranch where they had secured work, George 

shows Lennie the exact spot to which he is to run if he should 

get in trouble again. Lennie is made to repeat over and over 

where he should run, how he is to hide, and that he is to re

main there until George reaches him. Thus the reader is pre-

39roid., pp. 28-29. 
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pared for the chain of events which force George to shoot 

his friend to save him from the mob led by Curley. 

In creating ·the character of the physically powerful 

but moronic Lennie, Steinbeck followed a pattern es·tablished 

in his second novel,~ Pastures of Heaven, in the story of 

Tulareci to • . Most notable of th·er stories which he has since 

devoted to the mental)¥ deficient is "Johnny Bear" published 

in The Long· Valley in 1938.40 

Shortly after the publication of Of Mice~ Men, the 

Steinbecks went to Europe where they visited relatives in 

the Scandinavian countries. On their.return to the United 

States Steinbeck worked with George $. Kaufman in ·revising 

Of Mice ·and Men for the stage. On their way back to the coast, 

they purchased a car in Detroit and drove to Oklahoma. Stein

beck spent a short time in the state gathering material for 

The Grapes of Wrath. Then the Steinbecks joined the hordes 

of migrants drifting west. They drove with them down Highway 

66, lived in their roadside camps, ate with them, and upon 
' 

rerobi.ng California, worked in the fields with them. Then John 

Steinbeck retired t ,~ his home in Los Gatos to record his ex

periences in his next noyel, The Grapes of Wrath.41 

4°John Steinbeck, The Long Valley, pp. 145-168. 

41Moore, The Novels of John Steinbeck, p. 88. 



CH.APTER I.II 

GRAPES OF WRATHt 

XIn 1939 the novel which contained the best of all Stein

beck's skills as a writer and embraced his major interests and 

. philosophies as expressed in earlier works was published as 

The Grapes of Wrath. This novel ~robably inspired more con

troversy in the United State; than any fictional writing since _ 

Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin. John Steinbeck was awarded the 

Pulitzer Prize in 1940 for The Grapes of Wrath and became one 

of the -most widely read American novelists. both in the United 

States and abro~d. 

A thesis could be · devoted to the "fact or fic~ton" aspect 

of The Grapes of Wrath.· However·, the Steinbeck novels, as 

· fiction, · are the subject of this stup:y; therefore, considera

tion of the factual basis of the novelw.i.11 be limited to a 
.... 

comparison of this fictional work with ~he author's newspaper 

articles published three years earlier. In these articles 

he related his observations of the living and working condi

tions of the migratory workers in California's richest agri

cultural, area. 

In the precedi:q.~ chapter Steinbeck' s concern over Calif

ornia 1 s labor conditions .ft s revealed in his novel, In Dubious 

Battle, was dis cussed • . Following that novel's publicati·on 

in February, 1936, Steinbeck wrote a series of seven articles 

for the San Francisco News which were published in October, 

1936. In these articles Steinbeck reported on the conditions 

-39-
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of the migrant farm laborers living in the governmental 

camps , squatters• camps, and in the c anps provided by the 

growers. These n~wspaper articles were not fictional but on

the-spot reports of Steinbeck's personal observation gained 

during long stays with the migrants . In a letter to .Lawrence 
, 

Clark Powell. , -written from one of the Federal camps in central 

California, Steinbeck wrote: .X ,ir have to write this sitting 

in a ditch . · I ' m out working--may go south to pick a little 

cotton. Migrants are going south now and I ' 11 probably go 

along . I enjoy it a lot . "l These newspaper articles were 

widely reid and discussed . In 1938 t~e conditions described 

in 1936 _by Steinbeck had become · even mo;re deplorable . In 

April of that year, the Simon J . Lubi1:3- Society republished 

the series of articles .in a pamphlet entitled Their Blood 

Is Strong . The Society'. s. purpose in reissuing Steinbeck's 

articles is set forth in the Preface of this pamphle·t: 

There are now more than 250 , 000 home
less migrants in the agricultural fields 
of California . Thirty thousand of them 
have come into the state since Janu~y of 

. this year. More are yet coming . 

Thi~ 1 .is the most important social and 
economic problem that faces the people of 
the State of California . But this is not 
only a California problem; it is a nation
al problem as well . The solution does not 
lie in temporary palliatives but in broad
scale permanent planning . 

The Simon J . Lubin Society in publish
ing thiw .pamphlet hopes that it may be able 

lpowell , "Toward a Bibliography of John Steinbeck , " 
Colophon, New Series III (Autumn, 1938) , p . 563 . 
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to rally wide-spread support for the 
abolition of this waste of human lives. 
Your help is needed.2 

Although these Steinbeck newspaper articles published 

both serially and in pamphlet form enjoyed a -wide reading 

public, they lacked the appeal n~eded to awaken the people 

of California . in organized ~cti~n on the problem of migratory 

farm labor. ':!:1his impetus was achieved by Steinbeck only 

after he fictionalized his reports in The Grapes of Wrath. 

That this novel is basically Their Blood Is Strong, with the 

addition of characters and unified action, can be seen by 

comparing portions of the newspaper articles with the ex

periences of the Joads. 

In·October of 1936 Steinbeck described the Joads of 1939 

as they leave their native state of Oklahoma for California: 

They are small farmers who have lost 
their farms,. or farni hands who lived with 
the family in the old American way. They 
are men who have worked hard on their own 
farms and have felt the pride of possessing 
and living in close touch with the land. 

They are resourceful and intel~igent 
Americans who have gone through the hell 
_of the drou th, have seen their lands wither 
and die ?,nd the top soil blow away; and 
this, to 

1

a man who has owned his land, 
is a curious and terrible pain. 

And then they have made the crossing 
and have seen often the death of their 
children on the way • . Their cars have 
broke down and been repair~d with the 
ingenuity of the land man.J 

2John Steinbeck, The'ir Blood Is Strong, Preface. 

3rbid., p. 3. 

·, 
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The one happy experience of the Joads in California is 

their brief stay in a Federal camp. Chapter XXII of The 

Grapes of Wrath places the Joad family in a camp which 

Steinbeck described in October, 1936. At the time of his 

newspaper article .devoted to the ,need for more federally 
't owned and operated camp s, Steinbeck reported there were only 

two . then in existence, each capable of housing 200 people . 

These camps W3re located at Arvin and Marysville and provided 

washroom, toilets and showers, plus facil·i ties for group 

meetings and entertainment. His plea in ·Their Blood Is 

Strong4 for more can·ps patterned on the two then in operation 

.continued in The Grapes of Wr~wi th a comparison of the 

Joads dignified existence in a Government camp ~ith their 

animalistic survival in Hooverville , a squatters• camp. 

By adding the names of the Joad family and their compan

ions in the Hooverville of Chapter XX of The GraFes of Wrath, 

Steinbeck repeats his reportorial description of Chapter II 

of Their Blood Is Strong: 

Th.e squatters' camps a re located all 
over California. Let us see what a typical 
one is l\~e. It is located on the banlrs 
of a river, . near an irrigation ditch or on 
a side road where a spring of water is 
available. From a distance it looks like 
a city dump, and well it may, for the city 
dumps are the sources for the material of 
which it is built. ·You can see a litter 
of dirty rags and scrap iron, of houses 
built of weetls, of flattened cans or of 
paper. It is only on close approach that 

4
Ibid., pp. 15-18. 
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it can be seen that these are homes . 

Here is a house built by a family 
who have tried to maintain neatness . The 
house is about ten feet by ten feet , and 
it is built completely of corrugated paper. 
The roof is peaked, the walls a re tacked to 
a wooden frame. The dirt floor is swept 
clean, and along the irrigation ditch or in 
the muddy river t~e w;fe of the family 
scrubs clothes • • • 

The next door neighbor family , of man, 
wife , and three children of from three to 
nine years of age , have built a house by 
driving willow branches into the ground 
and wattling weeds , tin, old paper and 
strips of carpet against them. 

· A few branches are placed over the 
top to keep out the noonday sun . It 
would not turn water at all . There is 
no bed . 6 ,' 

Besides .the Federal and squatters' c amps of which Stein

beck wrote in both fiction and non-fiction, Steinbeck describ

ed a third in both media . Tb.et is the camp provided by the 

grower for the laborers in which they may live only while 

working on his farm . The experience of the Joads in a grower's 

camp , related in Chapter ~XXVI , has its earlier counterpart 

also in Their Blood Is Strong . This type housing , of 

. which rentai is compulsory if the worker is employed , costs ,, 

the worker from three to five dollars per month of the family's 

meager wages . 

5 

The houses , one- room shacks usually 
about 10 by 12 feet , have no rug , no 

Ibid ., p . 6 . 
6Ibid . , p . 8. 
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water, no bed. In one corner there is a 
little iron wood stove. Water must be 
carried from a faucet at the end of the 
street. 

Also at the head of the street there will 
be either a dug toilet or a toilet with a 
septic tank to serve 100 to 150 people. 
A fairly typical ranch in Kern Co~nty had 
one bath house with a single shower and no 
heated water for the use of the whole block 
of houses, which had a capacity of 400 
people.7 

This article continues with a description of· the grower's 

grocery store whEre the migrants must buy their food at 

exorbitant prices; of the deputizing of employees to police 

the workers; of the "pusher" and "pacer" used in the fields 

to add more pressure to the harassed worker.8 All of these 

re_appear in The Grapes of Wrath as the Joads follow California's 

harvests from valley to valley. 

One of the most vivid scenes of The Grapes of Wrath de

picts Ma Joad's distributing· the last of a meager kettle of 

stew among a- crowd of starving children who had gathered 
) 

around her fire.9 In 1936 Steinbeck reported the prevalence 

of malnutrition and even of pellagra among the children of 

the migratory workers. These conditions he attributed to 
\ 1 

the heavy, fried diet, consisting almost completely of starch. 

However, he drew a sharp distinction between those suffering 

7Ibid., p. 11 

8Ibid., pp. 12-13. 

9 
John Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, pp. 344-352. 
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from malnutrition and those dying from actual starvation. 

"Maft.nutri tion," wrote Steinbeck in 1936, "means you go with

out certain food essentials and take a long time to die, but 

starvation means no food at all. The men who harvested the 

crops of California, ••• , are starving."10 
', 

The complete lack of medical care available to the mi-

gratory workers evoked Steinbeck's concern in 1936 and fore

shadowed the story of Rose of Sbiron1 s confinement in the 

novel of 19J9.ll In one newspaper article Steinbeck describ

ed the conditions of child-birth in the squatters' camps: 

In actual birth the presence of a 
doctor is a rare exception. Sometimes in 
the squatters' camps a neighbor woman will 
help at the birth. There will be no sani
tary precautions nor hygienic arrangements. 
The child will be born on newspapers in 
the dirty bed. In case of a bad presenta
tion requiring surgery or forceps, · the 
mother is practically condemned to death. 
Once born, the eyes of the baby are not 
treated, the endless medical attention 
lavished on middle-class babies is com
pletely absent.12 

Many more examples could be cited comparing Steinbeck's 

fictional portrayal of the migratory farm labor problem in 

California with his writing three years earlier as a re

porter for the San Francisco News. If, as Frame J. Taylor 

states, Steinbeck grossly exaggerated the State's condi

tions in The Grapes of Wrath13, a casual reading of the news 

10steinbeck, Their Blood Is Strong, p. 31. 

llsteinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, pp. 596-603. 

12steinbeck, Their Blood Is Strong, p. 22. 

13Frank J. Taylor, "California's 'Grapes of Wrath'", Forum 
CII (November, 1939), pp. 232-238. 
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articles should show that it was not done exclusively to 

pro~uce a best-seller novel. 

Perhaps, -as 'Frohock suggests, the popularity of The 

Grapes of Wrath was due to the timing of its publication-·- --·

the period of the -Mid- West qust storms and of California's 

first tremor of its labor difficulties. 14 Credit is probably 

equally due to having all of the author's finest writing tal

ent combined in one great Steinbeck novel. J\n earlier novels, 

John Steinbeck had written, novel by novel, as a humorist, 

a sociologist, a mystic, or a reporter. ·In The Grapes of 

Wrath he combined the best of these skills in one story of 

epic proportions. 
I . 
. . .rn· The Grapes of Wrath Steinbeck is at his descriptive 

best in passages devoted to a turtle laboriously crossing 

the road, the camp life of the migrants, and the family's 

first view oft he beautiful Salinas Valley. There is humor 

unequaled in any previous novel in his caricatured road 

people and their reactions to the influx of the Okies. 

Mysticism and symbolism appear in almost every chapter in 

which Steinbeck die;resses fran his main story, such digressions 
. . 

comprising about one-sixth of the novel's entire length. His 

reportorial writing is generally considered superior in 

The Grapes of Wrath to thet of In Dubious Battle because 

of his greater objectivity in telling his story. 

14 w. M. Frohock, The Novel of Violence in America , p. 155. 
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In the following pages consideration will be given to 

the appearance of the three prominent Ste·inbeck themes in 

The Grapes of Wra·th: the California setting; Steinbeck 's 

understanding concern for common people; and third, a.nd 

perhaps strongest of the three, ~he love of the rarmer for 
• t • 

his land. . .... 
No American author has restricted his fictional settings 

more co~sis·tently to one locality as has John Steinbeck. He 

was born in the Salinas Valley and has spent most of his life 

there. With the publication of his second novel, The Pastures 

of Heaven, in 1932, -Steinbeck began a precedent of placing 

the action of his novels in this fertile Californi~ setting, 

a precedent which he cont_inued in The Grapes of Wrath. Al

though the story opens in- the dust bowl section of Oklahoma 

and continues across the country on Highway 66, the chief 

interest and action of the story await the arrival of the 

Joads in California. Steinbeck's own appreciation oft he 

beauties of his native state are echoed by the weary, dis

couraged Joads as they catch their first glimpse of California 

after an all n1ght ~p.rive over the hot desert: 

They drove through ~ehachapi in the 
morning glow, and the sun came up behind 
them, and then--suddenly they saw the 
great valley below them. Al jammed on 
the brake and stopped in the middle or 
the road, and "Jesus Christt Lookt" 
he said. The vineyards, the orchards, 
the great flat valley, green and beauti- · 
ful, the trees set in rows, and the 
farm houses. · 

• • • • • • • • • 
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"I want ta look at her . " The grain_ 
fields golden in the morning, and the 
willow lines , the eucalyptus trees ·in rows . 

Pa si ghed , "I never knowed they was 
anything like her . " The peach trees and 
the walnut groves , and the dark green 
patches of oranges . And red roofs

5
among 

( , the trees , and barns , rich barns . 1 

; During _his youth Steinbeck ' had worked on ranches . and had 

associated closel y with the common, working man. His sym

pathies and h i s interest had been with this group from the 

beginning of his literary career . In The Grapes of Wrath 

he begins his story with the hard- working nrorty- acre cropper 

who had been dusted -and tractored out . "16 ·_...,,After spending 

some time in Okl ahoma observing these people , Steinbeck 

joined the caravans of jalopies and traveled with them across 

Highway 66 to the Coast . 1.7 Baker Fairley believes the great;. 

ness of this novel lies in Steinbeck ' s mastery of the common 

speech used by these American people . He states that the 

"book's deeper affinities are not so much with fiction as with 

poetry and folk- lore and the oral literature of the continent , 

with popular tales , worker ' s songs and even sp.irituals . It 

is some~hing of a f~lk-book . "18 
1 1 . 

'/ 
It is interesting to note that Steinbeck uses the vernacu-

lar in his digressive chapters as well as in the chapters 

15steinbeck , The Grapes o.f Wrath, pp . 309-310 . 

l6Ibid ., p . 22. 
1 7Moore , The Novels of John Steinbeck , p . 88 . 

18Baker Fairley, "John Steinbeck and the Coming Literature", 
Sewanee Review, L (April- June , 1942) , p . 157 • . 
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carrying the story of the Joads. An example of this technique, 

which also supports Fairley 1 s statement of the folk-book 

character of the · novel, is found in Chapter XXIII which 

describes the hunger of the migrants for amusement~ Then 

the storyteller became the center of the group, followed 

by an harrnoni-ca player. I .f, by t lucky chance, a member still . 

owned a guitar, then he took over and led group singing, 

first explaining: 

This was my father's box. Wasn't no 
bigger•n a bug fir~t time he give me C 
chord. An' when I learned as good as him, 
he hardly never played no more. Used to 

· set in the door, an• listen an• tap his 
foot. I'm tryin' for a break, an' he'd 
scowl mean till I get her, an' then he'd 
settle back easy, an' he'd nod. "Play," 

· he 1 d say. "Play nice." It's a good box. 
See how the head is wore. They•s many a 
million songs wore down that wood an' 
scooped her out. Some day she'll cave in 
like a egg. But you can't patch her nor 
worry her no way or she'll lose tone. 
Play her in the evening, an' they's a 
harmonica player in the nex• tent. Makes 
it pretty nice together.19 . 

In the Joad family the hunger of the dispossessed for a 

place to settle reaches its most dramatic climax. The members 

of the Joad carava~are as uninhibited and as misfit socially 

as are -Danny and his friends in Tortilla Flat. Unlike the · 

paisanos, however, the Joads are accustomed to hard work and 

to earning their livelihood as they go. In the early stages 

of the westward trip, Tom Joad becomes very irritated by a 

suspicious service station operator and angrily tells him: 

l9Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, p. 448. 
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"We' re payin' our way," he said fiercely. ''You got no call 

to give us a goin'-over. We ain't asked you for nothin' .n20 

The dreams of the · Joads are the dreams of those willing and 

anxious to work for their realization . Ma Joad dre2ms of a 

little white .cottage; 21 Rose of Sp.aron for a "nice place" in 

which to rai.se- her expected baby ; 22 Connie, her husband, , __ · 

of.ccLcfupl:et1ng a home-study course in radio; 23 Al, of someday 

owning a small garage.24 

Closely allied with the dreams of his family is Pa 

Joad 1 s yearning for a small tract of land on which he can 

resume his life-long·work as a farmer. This land hunger serv

ed as the basis for two previous Steinbeck novels: To A 

~ Unknown and Of Mice and Men. Approaching the mysticat 

attitude of the ·former is the identification of Grampa with 

the land, suggested by Casey after the old man's death: 

"An 1 Grampa didn·, die tonight-. He 
died the minute you took 'im off the place." 

"You sure a that?" Pa cried. 

"Why, no. Oh, he was breathin' ," 
Casey went on, "but he was dead . He was 
t.hat place., an' he knowed it." 2.5 

I . 

In a more realistic tone, the association of the farmer 

20Ibid., p. 171. 
21 Ibid., pp. 124, 203. 

22Ibid., . p. 224. 
23Ibid., pp. 290, 30.5 
24:rbid., pp. 533-53h. 
25Ibid., p. 199. 
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with his land is explained in a digressive chapter. In 

Chapter V, Steinbeck relates the transition of land owner

ship from the small farmer to the · large company. He explain

ed the reaction of the tenants to the company spokesman's 

order to clear off the land: 
• I 

And now the squatting men stood up 
angrily. Grampa took up the land and he 
had to kill the Indians and drive them 
away. An' Pa was born here, and he killed 
weeas and snakes. Then a bad year came 
and he had to borrow a little money. An' 
we was born here. There in the door - our 
children born here. An' Pa had to borrow 
money. The bank owned the land then, but 
we stayed and we got a little bit of what 
we raised.26 

Continuing also in The Grapes _£f. Wrath is Ste'inbeck' s 

attitude toward group-man. His theory, voiced by the doctor 

of In Dubious Battle, speaks of a spiritual rather than _ a 

physical Whole as Tom says to Ma near the end of the novel: 

"Guess who I been th:inkin' about? Caseyi 
He talked a lot. Used ta bother me. But 
now I been thinkin' what he said, an' I 
can remember-all of it. Says one time he 
went out in the wilderness to find his own 
soul, an' he foun' he didn' have no .soul 
that was his'n. Says he foun' he jus 1 got 
a little piece of a great big soul. Says 
a wi1dern~ss ain't no good, 'cause his 
little piece of a soul wasn't no good 
'less it was with the rest, 'an .was whole. n27 

Tom personally applies Casey's philosophy as his own as he 

tries to comfort his mother when he tells her goodby: 

26 .d Ibi ., p. 45. 
27Ibid., p. 570. 
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" ••• I'll be all aroun• in the dark. I'll 
be ever1 -where - wherever you look. Wherever 
they's a fight so hungry people can ·eat, 
I 1 11 be there. Wherever they' s ·a cop:rbeat
in' up ·a guy, I '11 be there. If Casey know
ed, why, I'll be in the way guys yell when 
they're mad an'--I'll be in the way kids · 
laugh when they're hungry an' they know · 
supper's · ready. An1 when our folks eat 
the stuff they raise ap' live in ~ge houses 
they build - why, I 1 11 be there." 

V 
A carry-over from previous novels also, is the Steinbeck 

theory of the need of the poor for unity. Ma Joad's determina

tion to hold her family together is an expression of this 

philosophy throughout The Grapes of Wrath. Grampa Joad was 

drugged and carried to the truck when he suddenly decided to 

stay on the Oklahoma land. 29 Ma threatened the entire family 

with a heavy jack when it was sugge~ted the group separate to 

make better speed on the highway.30 Tom broke parole by join

ing the Joad caravan and crossing the state line ._31 Ma Joad 

dangerously delayed leaving a H·ooverville camp until Tom 

could locate his drunken Uncle John and carry him back to 

the waiting caravan.32 Rose of Sharon was carried off sob

bing when she begged permission to stay behind and wait for 

her run-away husbanq, Connie.33 Following the death of Casey 

28Ibid~, p. 572. 
29Ibid., pp. 151-153. 

JOibid., pp. 228-231. 

31~., p. 181. 
32Ibid., pp. 371-377. 
33Ibid., pp. 378-379. 
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and Tom's attack on his murderer, Ma succeeded,for a time, 

in keeping her son with the fanily under the most dangerous 

circumstances.34 · Ma discouraged Al from finding garage work35 

and even begged him to postpone his marriage in order to 

avoid ·breaking up the family unit.36 

There is -a plea for political and economic unity in The 

Grapes of Wrath also: 

One man, one family driven from the 
land; this rusty car creaking along the 
highway to the west. I lost my land, a 
single tractor took my land. I am alone 
and I am bewildered. And in the night 
one family camps in a ditch and another 
fanily pulls in and the tents come out. 
The two men squ.at on their hams and the 
women and children listen. Keep these 
two squatting men apart; make them hate, 
fear, suspect each other. For here "I 
lost my land" is changed; a cell is 
split and from its splitting grows the 
thing you hate - "We lost our land.ft 
The danger is here, for twomen are not 
as lonely and perplexed as one. And 
from this first "we" ' there grows a still 
more dangerous thing: "I have a little 
food" plus "I have none." If from this · 
problem the sum is "vfe have a little 
food," the thing is on its way, the 
movement has direction.37 

Many critics of Steinbeck, among them B. R. McElderry, 
,, 

have objected to the ending given to The Grapes of Wrath. · 

McElderry is bf · the critic~l opinion that the iricident in 

34Ibido, pp. 527-S69. 

35rbid., pp . 533-534. 

36~0J p. 578. 

37rbid., p. 2060 
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which destitute Rose of Sharon, who has been deserted by her 

husband and who has just .been delivered of a still - born child, 

gives her breast ·to a starving man, is too melodramatic and 

far too symbolic to be consistent with the best artistic and 

dramatic tradition. 38 However , there are as many critics 

who are fi 1rmly convinced that this close of the novel is 

one · that is inspired o It should be pointed out in this regard 

that in leaving the Joad family as he did , Steinbeck remains 

consistently true to the basic theme and problem of this great 

novel . 

Many chapters in books and periodicals devoted to literary 

criticism have been written on Stein?eck 1 s The Grapes of Wrath. 

Perhaps·Alexander Cowie has best summarized its importance 

among the American novels: 

In Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath 
most of the new features that have any 
value find a brilliant and a powerful 
synthesis . As it. happens , Steinbeck's 

.book possesses universality as well o 
~erhaps that is the final responsibility 
of the novelist ; he must be true to his 
time and yet save himself for time . ~9 

,, . 

38B. R. McElderry . "In the Light of Modern Critical -Theo
ry , " College English, V (March, 1944) , pp . 308-313 . 

39Alexander Cowie , The Rise of the American Novel , p . 754. 



CHAPTER lV 

1:'HE ARROYO 

The writing of John Steinbeck since the publication of 

The Grapes of Wrath in 1939 is a testimony to the a c curacy 

of Wagenknecht ' s statement that John Steinbeck has never 

been a predictable or a classifiable writer . 1 During this 

thirteen- year period , Steinbeck produced six novels , only 

three of which repeat to any great degree his earlier subject 

matter and style . In addition to his fictional work he wrote , 

in collaboration with Ed Ricketts , an account of their 

scientific cruise in the California Gulf . This journal was 

published in 1941 as The Sea of Cortez . Bombs Away, 1942, 

a propaganda piece for the Unite d St.ates Army Air Forces , . 

tel l s the dramatic story of a bomber team in training and action . 

One play, Burning Bright , 1950 , was written during this per-

iod as well as three more non-fiction volumes: The Forgotten 

Village , _ 1941 ; ~ Russian Journal , 19L~8; and The Log From the 

Sea of Cortez , 1951 0 

Although this study is limited to the nov.els of John 

Steinbeck, . brief ·consideration will be g iven to the Steinbeck 
,, 

philosophy as expressed in hts non- fiction Sea of Cortez . · It 

is necessary to keep in mind that this scientific journal is 

not the work of Steinbeck alone . However, certain passages 

seem pure Steinbeck in relation to hi~ previously expressed 

philosophies in fiction . For example , as Steinbeck observes 

1 Edward Wagenknecht , Cavalcade of the American Novel , p . 4-4-3 . 
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a school of fish, the group-m~n theory as detailed in several 

novels appears again: 

The schools swam, marshaled and pa
trolle d. They turned as a unit and dived 
as a unit. 'In their millions they ·follow·
ed a pattern minute as to direction and 
depth and speed ••• we cannot conceive of 
this intricacy until ~e are able to think 
of the school as en animal in itself, re
acting with a11 :its cells to stimuli which 
perhaps might not influence one fish at 
all. And this larger animal, the school,· 
s-eems to have a nature and drive and ends 
of its own. It is more than and different 
from the sum of its units •••• In the little 
Ba-y of San Carlos, where there were many 
schools of a number of species, there was 
even a feeling (and 'feeling ' is used ad
visedly) o-f a larger unit which was the 
interrelation _of species with their in
terdependence for food, even though that 
food be each other. A smoothly working 
larger animal surviving within itself-
larval shrimp to little fish to larger 
fish to giant fish--one operating mechan
ism. And perhaps this unit of survival 
may key into the larger animal which is 
the life of all the ~ea, and this into 
the larger of the world.2 

· here are several such passages in Sea of Cortez which show 

that this is a deep-rooted Steinbeck conviction - one wi ich 

he must express as an amateur scientist on a holiday cruise 

as well as a write~\ appealing through fiction for better 

social conditions. 

There are at least two instances in Sea of Cortez in 

which Steinbeck expresses the strong mystical effects which 

particular tracts of land produce. As one of the dominant 

motifs of his novels, he voices his f~eling for the land in 

2 
John Steinbeck, Sea of Cortez, p. 240. 

' 
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this non-fiction writing: 

There is a stretch of coast couhtry ·below 
Monterey which affects all sensitive people 
profoundly, and if they try to describe 
their feeling t hey almost invariably do 
so in musical terms, in the language of 
symphonic music. And perhaps here the 
mind and · the nerves are true indices of 
the reality neithe~ segregated por under
stood on an intellectual level.J 

The mystically sinister atmosphere surrounding certain 

areas of land appears less frequently in Steinbeck's writing. 

The author's description of his reaction to a section of the 

Mexican coastline, recalls the glade's different effect on 

the Wayne brothers of To A God Unknown:4 "There are parts 

of the coast of California which do not like hu..mans. It is 

as though they were already inhabited by another invisible· 

species which re_sented humans'! 5 -

The Moon Is Down, published in 1942 marks Steinbeck second 

fictional departure from the area and the people whom he knew. 

In his first novel, Cup of Gold, 1929, Steinbeck's failure 

to produce an interesting and convincing story has been general

ly attributed to his moving beyond his scope of personal know

ledge. The Moon Is ,
1
Down suffered the same fate as Cup~ ,of Gold 

for the same reason. Certainly its failure could not be credit

ed to Steinbeck's skill as a writer as a small majority excused 

3 Ibido, p. 257. 

4
steinbeck, To A God Unknown, pp. 223-224. 

5 
Steinbeck, Sea of Cortez, Po 177. 
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the first novel. Frohock believes Steinbeck's genius for 

selecting timely subjects forced him to write - this war-time 

novel. The subjects of this author's earlier novels were 

no:w busily engaged in fighting their country'· s war-:--on its 

battle fields m d in its industries. For t h is reason, Stein

beck was compelled to seek pew people in a new area in writ

ing fiction typical of this period in our American history·. 6 

The Mo on Is Down was published three months following 

the United States entrance in World War II. Obviously in

tended originally as a play , the novel is stripped of descrip

tive narrative. Although no names are used, the story con

cerns t~e Naz i occupation of a Scandanavian village during 

the c~ucial period of Nazi aggressive warfare. Steinbeck 1 s 

German officers remain wooden throughout the novel~-complete

ly unlike the dedicated fanatics usually connected with the 

Hitler regime. The villagers, · also, fail to carry the spark 

of freedom convincingly. The following passage displays not 

only the "stage" technique of the novel, but also , in com

paring Orden's farewell speech with that of Tom Joad's the 

cold, lifeless, sr~ificial content of the entire story: 

6 

. . 

Orden looked at the ceiling, lost in 
· trying to remember the old words. "Ahd now, 
0 men who have condemned me .'" he said, "' I 
would fain prophesy to you - for I am about 
to die - and - in the hour of death - men 
are gifted with prophetic power. And I -
prophesy to you who are my murderers that 
irnm ed i ate 1 y after my - my death - - ' " 

Frohock , The Novel of Violence in America, pp. 161-163 0 
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And Winter stood up , saying ., "Depar
ture . " 

Order looked at himo "What?" 

Arid Winter said, "The word is 'de
parture , i' not 'death. ' You made the · same 
mistake before o You made that mistake 
forty- six years ago . " 

"No , it is death . It is death . " 
Orden looked around and saw Colonel 
Lanser watching him. He aske.d , "Isn't 
it I death' ?"7 

The difference between Orden 1 s speech and that of' Tom Joad ' s 

farewell speech to his motheF, Frohock attributes to the fact 

that Steinbeck knew and loved Tom o Because Orden was necessar

ily a stranger to Steinbeck , he spoke and acted as a stranger 

throughout The Moon~ Down. 8 , 

The only carry- over of any importance in this novel from 

Steinbeck's earlier fiction is the author ' s attempt to show 

group action as the villagers ~nite to withstand the force 

of the invaders . This is done feebly and fails to save the 

novel from being artificial and mechanical. Critics and the 

general reading public consider The Moon~ Do~n the weakest · 

of the Steinbeck novels . In review of the book shortly after 
I 

· its publication, James Thurber thought a different title might 

have conveyed more· realism to its readers . His 'own suggestion 

was Guts in the Mud. 9 

7John Steinbeck , The Moon Is Down, pp . 180-181 . 

8Frohock , The Novel of Violence in America , p . 163 . 

9 James Thurber, "A Review of The Moon Is Down , " New 
Republic , CVI (March~ 1942) , p . 370 . 
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Critics were equally disappointed in Steinbeck's next .. 
novel , Cannery Row, which we.s published in 1945. Their critic

ism of Cannery Row, however, was limited to Steinbeck's dupli

cation of material used in Tortilla Flat rather then any fault 

in his subject matter or techniq~e . In view of his disgust 
• I 

with his readers' misinterpretation of his beloved pa-isanos , 

his - critics were surprised at Steinbeck's second picaresque 

novel devoted to these people . Although the novel.is dedicat

ed to the Ed Ricketts of Sea of Cortez with the note , "Who . 
know why or should"lO , the full story back df its writing was 

not told until six years later in an introduction to A Log 

From~ Sea of Cortez . 11 

Steinbeck was still working at odd jobs to make a living. 

when he met Ed Ricketts in 1933 . Ricketts was then busy with 

his laboratory on Cannery Row,_ and , with his m~nthly income 

of one hundred dollars per month, a wealthy man in the eyes 

of Steinbeck . The two men became very good friend. When 

Steinbeck's writing started paying dividends in 1935 he be

came pa~t owner of the laboratory through paying off one of 

~ Ricketts• mortgages , Always interested in marine .biology, 

he then devoted a large amount of his leisure time in the 

Cannery Row area of Monterey. 12 

When Steinbeck completed the writing of Cannery Row he 

lOJohn Steinbeck , Cannery Row , Frontispiece. 

llJohn Steinbeck, "About Ed Ricketts , " A Log From the Sea 
r of Cortez, pp . vii-lxvii . - ~~ 

l2Ibid ., pp . xii-lxiii . 
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asked Ed Ricketts to read it . Since the novel ' s unifying 

character, Doc , is Ricketts as Steinbeck saw him , he asked 

his friend for permission to publish the story . Ricketts 

answered: "Let it go that way . It is written in kindness . 

Such a thing can ' t be bad . nl3 A~ the novel be cane more and 

more widely .read , the crowds invading the laboratory for a 

glimpse of Ed Ricketts increased . Although it becane a 

nuisance to him he comforted Steinbeck by saying : "Some 

of the callers were women and some of the women were very 

nice looking . "14 That Cannery Row is Steinbeck ' s biography 

of Ed Ricketts is confirmed in his "About Ed Ricketts" pub

lished in 1951 . 

Canne ry Row is composed of a series of loosely connect

ed episodes in which one central group of characters engag e 

in all types of gaiety and debauchery . Unlike Tortilla Flat's 

paisanos , whos e efforts were bent chiefly toward obtaining 

another quart of wine , Mack and the boys are concerned in 

showing their appreciation for Doc . Doc is owner- manager of 

the Western Biological Laboratory which supplies live marine 

animals to medical ,~nd scientific laboratories . He is also, 

as the following paragraph indicates , chief friend and counsel 

lor of his friends along Cannery Row . 

Doc would listen to any kind · of nonsense 
and change i~ for you to a kind of wisdom . 

13
Ibid ., p . lxii . 

l4Ibid . , pp . xii- lxiii . 
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His mind had no horizon - and his sympathy 
had no warp. He could talk to children, 
telling them very profound things so that 
they understood. He lived in a ·world of 
wonders, of excitement. He was concupiscent 
as a rabbit and gentle as hell. Eyery-
body who knew him was indebted to him. 
And everyone who thought of him thought 
next, "I · really must do something nice 
for Doc.".? 

Steinbeck's grouping plan of his characters in this 

novel closely parallels that of Tortilla Flat. Mack, he ex

plains " ••• was the elder, mentor, and to a small extent the 

exploiter or· a little group df men who had in common no families, 

no- money, and no ambition beyond food, drink and contentment. ,,16 

In spite of this principal character build up, we find Hazel, 

Eddie, H~ghie, Jones and Gay playing equally important, or 

perhaps, unimportant, roles in the novel. 

While Mack has not been as fortunate as Danny in inherit

ing property to house his friends, he does provide living 

quarters for them at no cost to himself or to themo Lee Chong, 

the Cannery Row grocer, happened to own an empty warehouse 

which Mack ~hought would make a most desirable ·home. By sug

gesting that the place might burn down or be damaged in various 
1 1 

other ways if left vacs.nt, he approached this wise Chinese 

grocer. Lee Chong sensed danger to his property if he did not 

allow Mack and the boys to move in. He also sensed the possi

bility of losing face with them if he conceded too readily to 

15 b.d 9 I 1. ., Po 2 • 

16 
Ibid., p. 10 
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their subtle threats . The fol lowing conversation shows how a 

psychological battl e was fought , and won , · by both contestants : 

Lee said , "You like pay lent my place? 
· You like live there same hotel?" 

Mack smiled broadly and he was 
generous . "Say--}' he cried . " That's 
an idear . Sure . How much? " 

Lee considered . He knew it didn't 
matter what he charged . He wasn ' t go
ing to get it anyway . He mi ght just as 
we l l make it a real ly sturdy face - saving 
sum . " Fi ' dolla ' week," said Lee . 

Mack played it through to the end . 
" I 'll have to talk to the boys about it , " 

· he said dubiously . "Couldn't you make 
that four dollars a week? " 

"Fi I dolla 1 , " said Le~ Firmly . 

"Welli I 1 11 see what the boys say," 
sa i d Mack . 7 

Thus Lee saved his property and his face . and Mack and his 

friends moved in . They named tt the Palace Flophouse and Grill 

and be gan furni shing it . As furniture disappeared · from 

various homes throughout the city, it reappeared in the Palace 

Flophouse . A hardward store supplied paint , " .... not reluctant

ly because·it never·knew about it , nl8 which served not only 
I . 

to beautify the newly . acquired . f urniture but also dis guised 

it . The s·tate is set for a Steinbeck story that rivals 

Tortilla Flat in popularity as ·' the· boys sit down in their 

new home , look across the street to the Western Biological and 

agree that "Doc is a fine fellow . We ou ght to do something 

l7Ibid. , pn . 11-12 . 

18Ibid ., p . 130 
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for hirn."19 

This ambition of t he boys to repay Doc for all his kind

nesses to them is· responsible for most of the action high

lights of Mack and the boys . They finally agreed that a 

big party, with plenty of whiskey,, · was the answer . Unfortunate 

ly, a party,. especially one with whiskey, costs money . They 

quickly reject a sugges·tion from Hughie that . each work one 

day in the cannery . Mack's reasoning which convinces the 

boys Hughie ' s idea is unsound summarizes their ethical 

attitude towar d work: 

" No , " · said Mack quickly . "We got good 
reputations anq we don't want .to spoil t~em . 
Ever y one of us keeps a job for a month or 
more when we take one . That ' s why we can 
always take a job for a day or s o -- why 
we ' ll lose our reputation for sticking . 
Then if we needed a job there wouldn ' t no
body have us . n The rest nodded quick 
agre ement . 20 

After much discussion, the group de·cides to go on a 

frog- hunting expedition to capture the three hundred frogs 

Doc needs to fill an order. Doc is willing to pay five cents 

each for the frogs and even advances money for the gasoline 

~ to transport the bo~s to their hunting grounds . Since the 

boys had no car in which to use the gas , they re_sorted once 

more to Lee Chong . Lee , as always , was fearful of the con

sequences o_f doing business with his tenants . However , the 

truck was out of commission, and Gay, who was an expert 

19
Ibid . 

20Ibid., p . 46 . 
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mechanic , had promised to restore it to running order in ex

change for the boys' use of it one day . Steinbeck ' s under

standing and reverence for the me chanical ability of Gay 

echoes that of Tom Joad whose skill alone got his family a

cross the country in their worn out jalopy. Of Gay's 
, 

ability Steinbeck wrote: "There is no term comparable to 

green thumbs to apply to a mechanic , but there should be . 

For there are men who can look , listen, tap , make an adjust

ment , and a machine works . Indeed there are men near whom 

a car runs better . n21 

The story of Cannery Row progresses from one gay episode 

through another . Steinbeck makes levish use of caricature 

in this novel but even his most exaggerated characters ex

press a phil osophical adjustment to their environment . There 

is Henri , to whom boat building is an absorbing and exciting 

hobby . Ironically, Henri is de'athly afraid ·or water and com

pletely unw i lling to admit his fear . He find s a solution by 

spending ten ye ars in building his boat , constantly remodel 

ing and renovating it . Since the boat is never finished , 

naturally Henri doe~ not need to explain to h i s friends his 

reason for not l aunching it . 22 

A similar example of adjustment is revealed in the story 

of Mary Talbot . Mary loved parties and usually gave about 

six annually herself which were more than her husband ' s salary 

21
Tb " d 64 ~ ·, p . 

22 
Ibid ., pp . 36- 37; pp . 140- 145 . 
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would conveniently allow . These , plus the numerous par ties 

of her friends , were not enough to satisfy her real need for 

gayety . To compe·nsate for her loneliness she frequently ar

ranged elaborate tea parties for the neighborhood .c.ats . Her 

tea table was a foot stool, ·set with doll cups and saucers . 
t 

With her guests she held long conversations . These make-

believe parties helped Mary forget that she had no pretty 

clothes and that she and her husband were desperately pooro23 

The Steinbeck philosophy in Canneri -Row is best summarized 

by Doc as he tries toe xplain Mack and the boys to his scientist 

friend , Richard Frost: 

Doc said , "Look at them . There are 
your true philosophers . I ·think , " he went 
on, "that Mack and the boys know everything 
that has ever happened in the world and 
possibly everything that will happen . I 
think they survive in this particular world 
better than other people . In a time when 
people tear themselves to pieces with am
bition and nervousness and covetousness , 
they ·are relaxed . All of our so- called 
successful men are sick men, with bad 
stomachs , and bad souls , but Mack and t~e 
boys are healthy and curiously clean . "24 

And Doc goes on to regret that the very traits which we most 

detest in men: " • ._
1
greed , acquisitiveness , meanness , egotism 

and self-interests •••• ·n25 are those which are mo~t essential° 

in achieving what our society calls success . 26 

23Ibid ., pp . 159- 164. 
24:rbid~ , pp. 148-149 . 
25 

Ibid ., p. 150 
26 . 

Ibid . , 
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In December of 1945 a short story, "Pearl of the World" 

was published in The Woman's Home Companion. In 1947 the 

story reappeared in book form under the t.i tle of The Pearl. 

The story is based on an old Mexican folk-tale which Stein~ 

beck heard on his expedition to the Gulf of California, de-

scribed in Sea · of Cortez.27 It is a moving story, rich in 

the -folk~lore of the Mexican people and told in Ste inbeck 1 s 

finest prose style. "As with all retold tales that are in 

people's hearts, n says Steinbeck, · nThere are only good and bad .. 

things and black and white things ••• and no in-between anywhere. 

If this story is a parable, perhaps everyone takes his own 

meaning from it and reads his own life into it~" 28 · 

There · ts a rhythm in Steinbeck's prose of The ·Pearl which 

suggests the melody of the "family song" of Kino , the fisher

man, and his wife, Juana. This song is woven through the story, 

alternating with the "Song of Evil" which foreshadows the 

tragedy that destroys this Mexican family. In the opening pages 

of the novel Steinbeck describes the song and its meaning to 

Kine: 

Juana sang softly an ancient song that 
had only three ·notes and yet endless 
variety of interval. And this was part 
of the family song too. It. was all part. 
Sometimes it rose to an aching chord that 
caught the throat, saying this is s~fety, 
this is warmth, this is the Whole.2 

27steinbeck, Sea of C.ortez, pp. 102-103. -- -- . 

28 
John Steinbeck, The Pearl, Int~oduction. 

29rbid., p. 6. 
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The plot of this short novel concerns the great fortune 

of Kino in finding a huge, perfect pearl. It · seems like a 

gift from heaven to Kino and Juana for they desperately need 

medical care for their baby, Ooyoti to, who has been· stung by 

a scorpion. Their happiness is great until the news · spreads 

around the town. Then, ••. 

All manner of people grew interested 
in Kino--people with things to sell and 
p~ople with favors to ask. Kino had found 
the Pearl of the World. The essence of 
pearl miMed with the essence of men and a 
cu-rious dark residue was precipitated. 
Every man suddenly became related to Kino's 
pearl, and Kine's pearl went into the 
dreams, the speculations, the schemes, 
the plans, the futures, the wishes, the . 
needs, the lusts, the hungers, of every
one, and only one person stood in the way 
and that was Kina, so that h~ became 
curiously every man's enemy.jO 

Then Kino became a hunted man. After severe.l attacks 

were made on her husband ., Juan·a begged him to throw the pearl 

back to the sea for she saw that the pearl had brought only 

evil to them. Kina, however, dreamed of fine clothes for his 

fanily, an education for Coyotito, and even of a rifle for 

himself. When Juana slipped out of the house to cast the 
,, 

pearl back into the water, Kino caught her and savagely bea~ 

her. Eventually driven to murder to protect this gem , Kino 

fled from the village with his little family. There, high 

in the mountains they were hunted down, and Coyotito killed 

by professional trackers. Then Kino , _ returning to·the village 

30 
~., p. 34. 
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with his wife and dead child, threw the pearl into the sea and 

became once more a free man, threatened only by the enemy of 

starvation. 

As Steinbeck indicated in his introducti ·on, the story of 

The Pearl can mean many things to its many different ·readers . , 

To one who has read deeply in the novels of this author , 

however , The Pearl is a distinct echo of Steinbeck ' s concern 

over the selfishness , greed and brutality of the "have notsn 

f6r the material possessions of their fellow men . Before the 

discovery of the pearl , Kino , Juana , and Coyotito comprised 

a happy, contented family , at peace witp their society . It 

was only after achieving potential w~alth that they became 

the t arg·et of the jealousy, suspicion, and assault which final

ly resulted in the tragic loss of . their child . 

Another novel published in 1947 , The Wayward Bus , follows 

the Steinbeck tradi ti .on chiefly in casting a paisano , Juan 

Chicoy, as its chief character . Reviewers and critics have 

universally discredited the novel's worth among Steinbeck's 

writing . · Wagenknecht' s brief statement that the novel is a 

"Grand Hot~l kind 04' hotel , definitely oversexedl "31 is probab

ly an analysis which most of its readers would a_ccept . Stein

beck uses a road-novel framework for the story concerning a 

wide assortment of persons stranded together as a result of 

the break down of their bus . 

Opening with a des~ription of Juan Chicoy at work on the 

31Edward Wagenknecht , Cavalcade of the American Novel , p . 444. 
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bus, the scene is reminiscent of those in which Tom and Al 

double as mechanics in The Grapes .of Wrath. The efficiency 

of the auto mechanic seems to have impressed Steinbeck great

ly as he wrote in some detail on their work in several of 

his novels. The description of . the lunchroom in the first 

chapter of the book recalls almost exact duplicate scenes in 

both In Dubious Battle and The Grapes of Wrath . The wife of 

Juan Chicoy, who is a dipsomaniac, and Mrs . Pritchard, a bus 

passenger, are direct copies of character~ in a short story 

published earlier .32 

There is very little action in The Wayward Bus . It is 

chiefly .a psychological study of the reaction of the passengers 

who find· their business and vacation schedules disrupted by 

the mechanical failure of the bus. Some of them are anxious 

over missed appointments; some are disappointed in spending 

a part of their vacations in Re'bel Corners: some are irritat

ed at the la.ck of accomodations av-ailable to them; all are 

bored. 

Of The Wayward Bus, an English professor has written that 

"in ~hoosing scenes I that he alread~y knew for ~ Wayward B_us, 

Steinbeck seems to be acknowledging this limitation of his art, 

but in a superficial wayon33 While there may be little to 

commend in this novel's plot and eharacter development, _most 

critics agree that Steinbeck's des,:cription of the California 

32steinbeck, nThe Wh~te Quail ,'' The Long Valley, pp . 27-42. 

33Donald Weeks, "Steinb eck Aga1.nst Steinbeck," Pacific 
Spectator, I (1947), p. 455. 
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countryside in The Wayward Bus is unsurpassed. 

Freeman Champney disagrees with critics who label Stein

beck's heterogene·ous grouping of ·ipeople as an artificial de

vice in The Wayward Bus. After spending a ye·ar1 s leave in 

California, Champney believes the novel typifi_es daily life 

in that state. "It symbolizes", he writes, "the endless com- . 

ing . and going, the f ragrnentary social integration, and the 

human diversity of the region. This is simply the way life 

looks to a thoughtful Californian who ha s outgrown his youth.n34 
I - . 
~ In 1942, one literary critic had enough courage to make 
I . 

a sweeping statement· covering the entire field of John Stein-

beck1 s writing. He spoke of the author's acute human sym

pathies . ·and of his priceless knack for finding the one redeem

ing trait in the most degraded person. ·This critic stated 

that even in developing his prostitutes, jail birds, or 

the drunks.rd neglecting his family, that Steinbeck had never 

- succeeded -in creating an out-and-out heei.3.5 Exactly ten 

years .later, Steinbeck destroyed th~ illusion in the creation 

of Cathy Ames in East of Eden • 

. Steinbeck make,~ no attempt to portray Cathy rationally. 

In introducing her into the novel, Steinbeck ex~lains that 

just as there are physical monsters born to human parents, 

so also are there mental and. psycµic monsters born through 

34Freeman Champney, '!John Steinbeck, Californian," Antioch 
Review, VII (1947), pp. 358-359. 

3.5Lincoln R. Gibbs, "John Steinbeck, Moralist," Antioch 
Review, II (March, 1942), p. 183. 
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no known fault of either parent . 36 Steinbeck ' s desire for 

Cathy's evil motivation to remain a mystery is disclosed in 

his introductory description of her : 

There was a time when a girl like 
Cathy would have . been called possessed by 
the devil o She would have been exorcised 
to cast out the evil spirit , and if after 
many trials that did not work , she would 
have been burned as a witch for the good of 
the community . The one thing that may 
not be forgiven a witch is her ability to 
distress people , to make them restless and 
uneasy and even dubious . 37 

That Cathy made the people who loved and cared for her 

"restless and uneasy and even dubious" is one of Steinbeck ' s 

greatest understatements . At the age of ten, she prought 

harsh p~nishrnent to two small boys through enticing them into 

a sexual experiment with her. 38 Possessed of great beauty 

and the appearance of even greater innocence , Cathy' s parents 

were convinced that she was guiltless when she later, at age 

fourteen , drove ·her Latin teacher to suicide . 39 

It was not until Cathy rebelled at attending school and 

ran away from home that her parents punished her . Her father 

whipped her . Pretending to conform to parental authority, 
I . 

Cathy went back to school , helped her mother with the house-

work , and visited her father's tannery where she impressed 

him with her business acumen . 

36John Steinbeck , East of Eden , p . 72 . 

37Ibid., p . 73 . 

38Ibid ., p . 76-77 . 
39Ibid ., p . 79 . 
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Underneath this guise of innocent, affectionate, filial obedi

ence, Cathy methodically planned the murder of her parents. 

After she had robbed her father's safe of enough money to reach 

the city, Cathy, brought out the props to establish· the fact 

that she had been kidnapped. She then set fire to the house 

while her parents were asleep.40 · 

Cathy was only eixteen when she joined Mr. Edwards ' cir

cuit of prostitutes . Almost immediately, she became Edwards' 

mistress with a fine home and plenty of clothes and money . 

Through Cathy's brutal ruthlessness, Edwards bees.me insanely 

jealous and left her·, beaten into senselessness, in a remote 

country .field .41 

. Cathy crawled to the farm home of Adam and Charles Trask 

where she was nursed back to health. After a very short time , 

she managed to marry Adam, but spent her wedding night in 

bed with Charles . ~-2 

Much against Cathy's will, Adam sold his share of the farm 

to Charles and took Cathy to live on a farm in the Salinas 

Valley of California. After an unsuccessful abortion attempt,43 

Cathy gave birth to, twin 

ion than she had for any 

40ibid., pp. 81-86. 

4libid., pp. 90-99. 

42Ibid., pp . 110-125. 

43 
133-135. Ibid., pp. 

44Ibid ., p. 194'0 

boys for whom she felt no more affect

other human being.44 As soon as her 
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health permitted, Cathy deserted her sons after shooting Adam 

who tried to stop her . 45 Cathy resumed her career of prosti

tution in Faye ' s house in Sal inas . 46 After winning the l ove 

and trust of Faye , who made her beneficiary of everything she 

possessed , Cathy s l owl y and with judicious care , murdered Faye 

with po i's on. 4 7 · 

Only the h i ghl ights of the f i"rs t half of Cathy ' s life 

have been enumerated in the preceding four paragraphs . Surely 

even this lim i ted account is sufficiefit to disprove Mr. Gibbs 

impl i cation that Steinbeck. lac red the ability to create a 

thoroughly infamous character . 

In addition to creating a chief character with no redeem

ing traits , Steinbeck also developed a se r ious rol e for an 

Oriental for the first time in East of Eden . Lee , Adam Trask ' s 

Chinese cook , is one of Steinbeck ' s most i n t erest i ng and lovable 

people. He not only tar es care of Adam and his household after 

Cathy's desertion, but he al so becomes the best fr i end and 

counsellor of Adam and his twin sons . Lee ' s rol e in .the Trasks' 

life is best expl a i ned by Lee himself in a conversation with 

a neighbor , Samuel ~amilton: 

"I don' t know where being a serve.nt crui:ie 
into disrepute . It is the refuge of a 
philosopher , the food of the lazy, and , 
properly carried out ,_ it is a position of 
power, even of love . 48 

Ibid ., pp . 200 - 202 . 

46rbia ., p . 221 . 

47rbid., pp . 235- 251 . 

48"Ibid., p . 162 . 
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Lee is a wise man and a philosopher. His insi ght into human 

motives made him invaluable in the r ole of mother-cook to the 

Trask twins for h·e believed: 

"The greatest terror a child can have is 
that he is not loved , and rejection is the 
hell he fears. I think everyone in the 
world to a large or small extent has felt 
rejection. And with rejection come s anger, 
and with anger some kind of crime in re
venge for the rejection, and with the crime 
gu1lt-- and there is the story of mankind . 
T think that if rejection could be ampu
tated , the human would not be what he is.49 

In two -important .respects John Steinbeck followed his 

former pattern in wri~ing East of Eden . The setting for the 

novel is again a California valley . The Trask farm lies in 

the bea~tifully described Salinas Vailey, just east of King 

City. The theme of the farmer's love for the land is carried 

out in this novel through Adam's neighbor, Samuel Hamilton. 

As Hamilton warns Adam·of the valley's shortcomings , it is 

with a note of mysticism ~ecalling To A God Unknown. 

"There's a black violence on this valley. 
I don't know - I don't know. It's as 
though some. old ghost haunted it out of 
the dead ocean below and troubled the 
air with un.happiness . It's as secret 
as hidden, . sorrow. I don't know what it 

. is, b~t I see it and feel it in the people 
here . ~~o . 

The personal identification which Gram'pa Joad felt for the 

Okl Bhoma farm is repeated in Samuel Hamil ton's sorrow at leav

ing his ranch to retire. For, "places were very important 

49Ibid., p. 270. 

50ibid., P· 146. 
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to Samuel . The ranch was ·a relative , and when he left it he 

plunged a knife into a darling . 51 

It is still too early to predict the success of East of 

Eden . It is apparent from a letter of his publisher that Stein

beck felt the novel was a good one , for he wrote to Pascal 

Covici: 

Well , here ' s your box . Nearly eyerything 
I have is in it , and it is not full . Pain 
and excitement are in it , and feeling good 
or bad and evil thoughts - the pleasure 
of _design and some despair~and the inde
scribable joy of creation . /2 

The latest novel of John Steinbeck, Sweet Thursday, 

was published in July , 1954. It i& a direct sequel to 

Cannery~ and parallels it as to plot and structure there

fore requires no further discussion as to plot , subject mat

ter , or cha:recters . There is , however , one major difference 

between the two novels ~ The chief character in both is Doc , 

, 

Steinbeck's fictional Ed Ricketts . Before publishing Cannery 

Row in 1945, the author had asked for and received Rickett's 

consent to make such use of him and of his laboratory . Ricketts 

was killed- in a train- car crash in 1954, 53 and Sweet Thursday 
I . 

is Steinbeck's splendid fictional obituary of his long- time 

friend . 

·51 Ibid . , p . 293 . 

52Ibid ~, Frontispiece . 

53John Steinbeck , A Log From the Sea of Cortez , "About 
Ed Rickettsn , p . vii .- -- -- --



CHAPTER V 

INTO THE FOOTHILLS 

Xrt is still ~oo early to evaluate accurately the in-

fluence of Steinbeck's novels on the American fiction of the 

Twentieth Century, or to predict with any great degree of 

finality his future status as an American novelist . However , 

a brief consideration of those novels which have already be

come classics in American fiction should prove helpful . In 

novels such as 'l'he Scarlet Letter , Moby Dick , and Huckleberry 

Finn, the authors have done far more than tell a story. They 

offer, as do The Grapes of Wrath, In Dubious Bettle , and Of 

Mice and Men , an insight . into human motives . In each of the 

above novels , the story is placed in .direct relationship to 

the economic and to the social background of the period. 

Contrary to novelists of other countries , Steinbeck be

lieved that in America ·the writer should do more than eulogize 

the current political , economic , and social conditions of 

his country . He has stated that the American novelist "should 

be the watchdog of society. His job is .to satirize its silli

ness , to attack its -injustices , to stigmatize its faults . 111 

I 

This study has pointed out the successful efforts of John · 

Steinbeck, even in his com.edies , in criticizing ·through satire 

and violence the faults of our American society . 

In fulfilling his announced intention to b e a writer, true 

to his time , his novels show in almost exact chronological 

1steinbeck , A Russian Journal , p . 164. 
- 77-
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order , the history of the American West . 2 Beginning with the 

Spanish conquest portrayed in Cup of Gold , through the settle

of the West of To .A God Unknown, into the depression era of 

. The Grapes of Wrath and on down through World War II in The 

Moon is Down, Steinbeck has presented a drematic pageant of 

our national -history through the novel . 

/ His recurring emphasis through his fiction on group action, 

love of the land , and ·the problems of the com.men man embrace 

themes of common i nterest and concern to large segments of 

Americ an society . While his f i ction has been physically limit

ed, largely, to the California valleys and their people , he 

has attained universality through consideration of social , 

poli t _ical , · and economic problems equally prevalent in other 

areas of America and of the world . 

In explaining the technique employed in filming The For

gotten Village , for which Steinbeck wrote the. script , he said 

the producers worked in reverse . Usually, he explained , 

documentary films have shown general conditions only, thus 

leaving to the audience a personalized reaction . In The For-

gotten Village they ,1concentrated on one family so the audience 

would be fully acquainted with one Mexican family and its prob

lems . 3 "Then, " continued Steinbeck, "from association with 

this little personalized group, the larger conclusion concern-

2Frederic I . Carpenter, "John Steinbeck: American Dreamer, " 
Southwest Review, XXVI ('Summer, 1941) , p . 455 . 

3 J .ohn Steinbeck, The Forgotten Village, Preface . 
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ing the racial group could be drawn with something like parti 

cipation. nl+ This was the technique which alerted California 

and the entire co~ntry to the problems· surrounding the 

migratory laborers o As Steinbeck readers became acquainted 

with the problems of Mac and Jim , of the Joads , of George and 

Lennie , and of hosts of other Steinbeck characters , they be

came aware of the conditions which created their difficulties . 

Wagenknecht has stated that it is impossible to type 

Steinbeck and that his future remains "quite undefined and . . y 

hypothetical . "5 ( lHowever , John Steinbeck at fifty- two is 

still a young man, · with many years of writing ahead of him . 

He has demonstrated his ability ·in w~iting f1ction based on 

American· problems as have few of ·his contemporaries . As long 

as Steinbeck lives he will undoubtedly continue to write . The 

subjects and the people m ich have proven successful material 

in the past are still available to him . California is still 

young as a state and still experienceing American growth as . 
are few other states . All of the problems of which Steinbeck 

wrote are . st ill , to some degree , prevalent to day . The im-

po s s i bi l i ty of typi~g Steinbeck provides a difficult problem 

for the critics ; for the future career of the author , however, 

his interests and breative versatility are probably the surest 

indications that Steinbeck will not only write , but that he 

will write well . While he has not yet repeated his epic novel , 

4Ibid . 
5 . 
Wagenknecht , Cavalcade of the American Novel , p . 443 . 
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The Grapes of Wrath, he has not yet retired or indicated any 

signs of becoming static as a person or as an ·author . 

In the words of a recent critic of contemporary American 

fiction the past , present , and future of John Steinbeck are 

summarized with unusual clarity: 

6 

/ 
•• for Steinbeck gives promise still of be-
ing our most gifted all- round novelist , 
with the greatest feeling for the basic 
human values , the surest sense of . the 
novelist's obligations to drama , and the 
most lavish story- telling ability since 
Mark Twain' s . 

George Snell , The Shep ers of A.rnerican Fiction, p . 197 . 
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